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rg JURY - FEATURE FILMS 

JEAN-CLAUDE CODSI (Lebanon)

SAFEI EL DIN MAHMOUD (Egypt)

President
Born in Lebanon, Jean-Claude Codsi started as an engineering student in Beirut. 
He went to Belgium and obtained a degree in film studies at the INSAS - Brussels.
He worked as editor on 3 docudrama films directed by Burhan Alawiyeh and produced by ARTE:  “Letters from War”, “Letters 
from Exile”, and “Assouan”.
He taught from 1997 till 2013 scriptwriting and film directing at IESAV, the Audiovisual Institute of Saint Joseph University 
in Beirut.
He wrote and directed two feature films:

Ana el Awãn (Time has come) 1994, starring Simon Abkarian and Darina el Jundi. Jury award at the Namur Francophone Film Festival. 
Insanon Charif (A Man of Honor) 2012 starring Majdi Machmouchi and Carole Hatem. Best support actor at the Carthago Cinema Days to Chadi 
Haddad.

Safei Eldin Mahmoud is an Egyptian film producer; Safei has been working in the film industry for more than 20 years.In 
2013, Safei founded Red Star for Production and Distribution, to produce a diverse portfolio of fiction and documentary 
productions that appeal to a wide range of audiences and create a bridge between arthouse and commercial cinema. In a 
very short time, Safei was noted to be one of the most prominent producers in the Egyptian and Arab World Film industry. 
Prior to founding Red Star, Safei has worked as an executive director on a number of feature fiction films directed by Marwan 
Hamed including Imarat Yaqubian (The Yaqubian Building), Ibrahim Al Abyad (Ibrahim the White), and Al-Fiil Al-Azraq (The 
Blue Elephant). He was also the executive director of Intizar (Waiting) a Franco - Palestinian production, directed by Rashid 

Meshhewari. As he is very keen on taking part in international film festivals, Safei’s films received more than 60 International awards.

Carole Abboud is a Lebanese actress and producer. She holds a BA in Acting and Directing from the Lebanese University 
and a Masters in Performing Arts from Paris 8 University- France.
She featured in several international productions such as ‘Frihetsligan’ by Leyla Assaf-Tengroth ‘Djinn’ by Tobby Hooper 
and ‘Never Leave Me’ by Aida Begic. She starred in Lebanese director Ghassan Salhab’s ‘Beyrouth Fantômes’, ‘Terra 
Incognita’ (Official selection Un certain Regard/Cannes 2002), and ‘The Valley’.
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Zeina Daccache, BA in Theater Studies, MA in Clinical Psychology, Registered Drama Therapist / Board Certified Trainer with 
the North American Drama Therapy Association - NADTA, USA. 
She is the founder and Executive Director of Catharsis - Lebanese Center for Drama Therapy and works as a drama therapist, 
professional trainer, play director and documentary film maker in different settings. 
Zeina managed and directed pioneering projects such as 12 Angry Lebanese (2009) and Johar Up in the Air (2016) presented by 
the inmates of Roumieh prison – that gives special populations a tool for self-advocacy,  thereby communicating their message 
to the society and decision makers, lobbying and putting in action policy change. 

Since 2010, Zeina has been also working as a Professional Trainer at International and local Corporates and NGOs ( such as Roche Pharma, Boehringer 
Ingelheim, Air France, Algorithm SAL, Booz Allen, Touch, Souk El Tayeb, etc.) offering various programs such as: team building, public Speaking and 
communication skills, support through restructuring phases, conflict resolution. She also works at her private practice with individuals in need of 
exploring various life problems and expanding their quality of life. 
Zeina is recipient of many awards given for her distinguished contributions to the field of social initiatives and services.

Born in Lebanon, Cynthia Choucair graduated from ALBA University in 1998 and obtained a Maîtrise in Film Directing from 
Iesav-USJ in 2002. She has directed nine fiction and documentary films of different lengths. Her last documentary “Counting 
Tiles” premiered at the International Film Festival of Rotterdam in 2018, in the Bright Future Competition and participated at 
various festivals around the world. It received the UNHCR Award at Cinemigrante film festival and the jury’s special mention 
at the Aswan International Women Film Festival. In 2007, she founded her own production company, Road2films, producing 
documentaries, fiction films and TV programs. She has produced and coproduced documentaries that have competed 
in prestigious international film festivals such as the International Film Festival of Rotterdam, Sheffield DocFest, RIDM, 

FidMarseille and many others. Cynthia has been a member of the Lebanese Cultural Association Beirut DC since 2001 and for 8 years she tought 
documentary filmmaking at ALBA university.

Sherif Fathy is a producer, digital colorist, the founder & CEO of the Cell studios.
Graduated from the Faculty of Fine Arts with 18 years of experience working on advertising, films and TV Series in Egypt and 
worldwide.
 Specialized in fiction films, documentaries, commercials and passionate about creating content with a social and environmental 
impact.
 “Over these previous years he has always been a researcher in addition to his continuous personal studies which helped in 
shaping and building his own style in the whole industry “  

 His work has been screened at numerous international festivals and has been also featured in CIFF, TIFF, GDA and GFF. He also worked as a 
producer & post producer for several digital platforms such as Netflix and VIU.
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MARK LOTFY (Egypt)

After receiving her master’s degree in acting and directing from the Lebanese University – Faculty of Fine Arts and Architecture 2 – 
Theatre and Cinema Department where she now teaches Acting and Directing Actors, Diamand Abou Abboud began her career in theatre 
(almost 14 plays till nowadays including one that she wrote and directed).
Her first short film “Point Virgule” which she wrote and directed earned her the Special Jury Award at the European Film Festival in Beirut.
After appearing in Several Lebanese, Arab and International short films and TV series, she won her first roles in cinema in Samir Habchi’s 
Beyrouth Open City (2008) and Bahij Hojeij’s Here Comes the Rain (2010).
The actress plays one of the main roles of Waynon (Void) (2014) on which she received for her performance local and international awards 
and which she co-wrote with George Khabbaz. It earned her the Best Script Award at the MAFF (Malmö Arab Film Festival) in Sweden. 

Waynon represented Lebanon for the Oscars in 2015. 
In 2015, she plays under the direction of Mahmoud Hojeij in Stable Unstable. 
Her performance in Philippe Van Leeuw’s Insyriated earned her The Valois of Best Actress at The Angoulême Film Festival in France 2017 and The Best Actress 
Award at The Cairo International Film Festival Egypt 2017.
Diamand Abou Abboud then goes on stage in France and Belgium for The Fourth Wall, an adaptation of the eponymous novel by Sorj Chalandon, directed by 
Julien Bouffier, and joins the cast of The Insult of Ziad Doueiri, nominated for the Oscars for Best Foreign Film in 2018. She won on her role in The Insult the 
“Trophée Francophone du Cinéma 2018” in St Louis / Senegal.  
Diamand Abou Abboud appears in 2019 on ARTE in the credits of Eden, a series directed by Dominik Moll and produced by ARTE.
She participated in the cast of “Electra My Love” a feature film by Hisham Bizri in 2019. She features as one of the main cast of the Arabic version of the feature 
film “The Perfect Strangers” shot in 2021.
Diamand also participated as a jury member in Local and International Film Festivals, at the FIFF (Festival International du Film Francophone in Namur/Belgium), 
the CIFF (Cairo International Film Festival / Egypt), the JCC (Journées Cinématographiques de Carthage / Tunisia), the MAFF (Malmö Arab Film Festival / Sweden) 
and others. Diamand is now preparing her PHD in theatre.

Nicolas Khabbaz born in Lebanon. He graduated in filmmaking, and holds a Ph.D. in cinema where he studied the cinema of small nations 
and the question of its identity. He has become the artistic director of the NDU International Film Festival / Beirut Shorts and the program 
director of Batroun Mediterranean Film Festival. He has been Director of the Audiovisual Arts Department at NDU since 2012. Between 
2005 and 2020 he has produced 16 theatre plays, written and directed by Georges Khabbaz, with whom he co-founded KAY Production. 
Khabbaz has participated in several major international festivals around the world as a filmmaker, jury member, curator and industry 
expert. He has produced several award-winning feature films and short films premiered in Locarno film festival and Toronto International 
Film Festival. 

Mark Lotfy is an Egyptian producer and director. He established ‘Fig Leaf’ Studios in 2005 focusing on the work of emerging 
filmmakers, quickly rising as one of the most prominent independent production companies in the region. He recently 
produced “I am Afraid to Forget Your Face” directed by Sameh Alaa which won the Palme d’Or at the 2020 Cannes Film 
Festival and also produced films that were selected in many prominent film festivals such as the Berlinale, Sundance, Karlovy 
Vary, San Sebastian, and BFI among others including recent films like “Souad” directed by Ayten Amin (Cannes 2020, Berlinale 
& Tribeca 2021 selection) and “Captains of Zaatari” directed by Ali Elaraby (Sundance 2021 selection). 
Mark also established, with fellow filmmakers, “Cinedelta” an Independent Documentary Film School that aims to create 
opportunities for young filmmakers through exchanges with international film experts.
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.�$MK  6;PSP.  fF/U  w./p  j<$'  &'  z<ZA  _  2015  B/I  &'

 E#,/X.4  8/=#^A  &'  (<ZPA  >q'7  EkQ/="  2017  /?U#'  &'  &Q/P+$?.4  j$.;yU7  8/=#^A  &'  (<ZPA  >q'D  4;./'  EkQ/=  H<I  ;$.  8/'  -$<$O.  Insyriated  /V5;)  &'  j<$'  &'  /^Q467  >JK
.2017  #JA  &."*.4  &Q/P+$?.4

 T4#WG"  _  8"*Un/r  T5;)  [$.�s  @A  j)n4  \OU  >PSs  &3.4  (V4"#.4  @I  (?93XP.4  _  “w%4#.4  54*M.4”  ($K#?A  &'  /L$M<%"  /?U#'  &'  v#?P.4  (9tW  H.4  6;9I  ;%7  8/A/V6  z<X3U4  _  �.¥  *]%
 /P+$?.4  kQ4;=  &'  23  ($q:  j<$'  &'  /,5"6  @I  !F/'  .2018  B/I  &'  .&9+=7  j<$'  >q'D  5/L)"D4  EkQ/M.  �r#P.4  _  “l#V"6  6/VF  f  23  ($q:”  >PI  �V#'  H.G  zPqU4  jY  _  2$$';%  8/$.;=

.f/y+$?.4  \V;.  zU/)  &'  2018  /P+$?<.  ($U;';LU#O.4
.ARTE  T/3UG"  Dominik Moll  T4#WG  @A  >?<?A  ;,"  _  Eden  >PI  j:/p  @P�  ARTE  E/+:  H<I  2019  B/I  6;9I  ;%7  8/A/V6  !#^�

 �/%#�”  >V;0.4  j<$O.4  @A  ($%#].4  (u?+<.  @$$?$Q#.4  @$<ZPP.4  @A  E*K4;1  z15/r  *:"  .2019  B/I  &'  l5k%  B/t,  T#uP<.  >V;p  &Q4"5  j<$'  ;,"  “&9$9K  4#3L.G”  j<$'  &'  z15/r
.2021  B/I  �#V;Js  js  l�.4  “>A/L./%

 8/=#^A)  CIFF  "  _  (/L$M<%  /  5;A/U  &'  &."*.4  ($U;';LU#O.4  /P+$?.4  8/=#^A)  FIFF  &'  _  ($."*.4"  ($<SP.4  ($Q/P+$?.4  !/U/=#^P.4  &'  j$LSs  (+M.  ;q]1  / �qV7  8/A/V6  z15/r
 (./)5  #$qS3%  8£4  *U/A/V6  B;Xs  ./,#$�"  (*V;?.4  /  &%#].4  j<$O<.  ;P./A  8/=#^A)  MAFF  "  .(\U;s  /  T/p#:  &'  ($Q/P+$?.4  T/p#:  B/V7)  JCC  "  _  (#JA  /  &."*.4  &Q/P+$?.4  E#,/X.4

.v#?P.4  &'  �45;31*.4

 #V*P.4  �9N7  ./^3V;,  (.�?A"  E#$yJ.4  f"*.4  /P+$)  h56  |$K  /P+$?.4  &'  �45;316"  &Q/P+$?.4  T4#Wn4  &'  EF/=4  H<I  kQ/K  .8/+9.  *$.4;A  @A  F/9W  n;L$U
 8;+O.4  j?:  #V*A  -J+A  >yr  .E#$JX.4  ($0);3P.4  BC'�.  8"#39.4  8/=#^A  �A4#%  #V*A"  E#$JX.4  !"#$%  BC'7  /  &."*.4  &Q/P+$?.4  NDU  8/=#^P.  &+O.4

.KAY Production  \$)�s  &'  2]A  �5/r"  _  F/9W  T5;=  T4#W4"  (%/31  @A   2020  "  2005  &A/I  @$%  ($K#?A  16  T/3U/%  B/:  .2012  B/I  �+A  EkV;<.4  (]A/=  &'  (V#J9.4"  ($]P?.4
 BC'D4"  kQ4;=  H<I  EkQ/S.4  (<V;0.4  BC'D4  @A  *V*].4  �3U7  ./P+$?.4  &'  #$9W"  j�$:"  j$LSs  (+M.  ;qI"  T#uP1  j./].4  f;K  �#9L.4  ($."*.4  !/U/=#^P.4  @A  *V*].4  &'  F/9W  �5/r

.&."*.4  &Q/P+$?.4  ;3U5;s  8/=#^A"  &Q/P+$?.4  ;U5/1;.  8/=#^A  &'  E#A  f"D  z�# �I  &3.4  E#$JX.4

 kQ4;=  H<I  EkQ/S.4  BC'D4  @A  *V*].4  zM3U7  &3.4"  _T/3U}.  “F;V6;3)  [$.  �$'”  (1#r  \$)�3%  2005  B/I  &'  2:/'5  wA  B/:  .l5*+L)  -s/1"  �3+A"  &Q/P+$)  &O0.  �5/A
.($."*.4"  ($<SP.4  !/U/=#^P.4  >9:  @A  / �$P)5  E5/3uP.4  "7

 .($�4#3'n4"  ($�#].4"  _($A;$.4  5;AD4  f;K  !n¦/?3.4  v#0V  /P1  _E*V*M.4  �Q/);.4  8;+'"  _&XQ/Y;.4"  _&Q4"#.4  6#?.4  @$%  /A  >N/O.4  *S.4  2./PI7  fCW  @A  �5/A  [tL3?V
.E5;t+A  �#W7  !n/XA  -U/=  H.G  _“($I/P3=n4  E;X.4  #JI  &'  (0<?.4"  h/+.4  :($L<)  E5;Y”  R/31  [$.�3%  �5/r

 ($+O.4  (1#S.4"  /P+$?<.  E*V*=  !n/MA  �3'  H<I  54#P3)/%  >P]V  |$K  _($XQ/Y;.4  BC'�.  “/3.*$+$)”  �A/U#%  \$)�3%  2:/'5  wA  �5/A  B/:  _F;V6;3)  [$.  �$'  fCW  @A
.($."*.4  !/P{+P.4"  @$U/+O.4  wA  ($+O.4  !4#9u.4  f6/9s"  -,4;P.4  (U/qK  fCW  @A  _/$XV#'G  f/Pr"  �)"D4  ~#t.4  (X0+A"  #JA"  (V5*+L)g4  &'  (<X3?P.4

ĉŎòī�Ŏñ�ĊňŃîœĉDIAMAND BOU ABBOUD (Lebanon)

President

|

ďîòć�śŎļŔŇ

ŒĴĤĿ�ĹčîŃ

NICOLAS KHABBAZ (Lebanon) |

|
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Director: Mohanad Hayal

Producer: Ali Raheem

Countries of Production: 

Iraq

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 79 min
Synopsis:

!"#$

Set in Baghdad in 2006, Haifa Street is one of the most dangerous places suffering from the civil 
war and violence that has plagued the city. When Ahmed is dropped off there by taxi on his way 
to his beloved Suad’s house to ask for her hand in marriage, he gets shot by Salam, an anxious 
young sniper who is living his own personal hell on a rooftop above. Suad desperately tries to 
save Ahmed, but Salam prevents anyone from approaching him under the threat of gunfire. 
When her daughter Nadia elicits the help of their cunning neighbor Dalal, all hell breaks loose 
under the ominous presence of the American occupation.

 .(+V*P.4 2% z$<3%4 l�.4 [+].4" ($<,D4 R#S.4 @A zU/I &3.4 @1/AD4 #0W7 *K7 ;," _ 2006 B/I 64*y% &' /O$K �5/r wXV
 _5/+.4 BC) 2$<I �<0V _ T4"k<. /,*V -<0. 6/]) 239$9K fk+A H.G 2XV#p &' E#=7 E5/$) @A �/+, *PK7 >=#3V /A*+I
 BC) @L. _ *PK7 ¥/XUG (?Q/V 6/]) f"/Ss .fF/+P.4 *K7 ~;' �0) H<I &Jut.4 2P$S= §$]V �<: R/r ¢/+: ;,"
 #MO+V _ fn6 E#1/P.4 /^s5/= E*I/?A (V6/U /^3+%4 -<0s /A*+I .5/+.4 ~CpG *V*^s zSs 2+A R4#3:n4 @A ¡ur l7 w+PV

&LV#AD4 fC3KC. B"�tP.4 6;=;.4 >� &' j$SM.4

 _ bd�¨ B/I (V#N/+.4 (+V*A &' ~4#].4 R;+= *$.4;A @A f/$K *+^A
 .64*y%  &'  (<$PM.4  8;+O.4  ($PV6/17  &'  /P+$?.4  j?:  @A  T#us
 .j./].4 f;K f"*.4 @A 6*I &' /P+$?.4 �5" @A *V*].4 &' �5/r
 BC'D4 @A *V*].4 &' T#uA *I/?P1 >P].4 &' !4;+) #tI Hq:
 E#$JX.4 BC'D4 @A 6*]. T/3UG #V*P1 / �qV7 >PI /P1 .($%#].4 ($Q4"#.4

($Q4"#.4"
 &Q/P+$?.4 @$.#% 8/=#^A &' “*$]) 6C$A *$I” 2P<$' 5/$3W4 js
 &' *I/J.4 &Q/P+$?.4 jM+.4 EkQ/= H<I >JK" `abc B/]. &."*.4
 5/$3W4 js ./LV#A7 &' `abc B/]. &."*.4 &Q/P+$?.4 *UCV4 6"5 8/=#^A
 ($XV#'D4 wV5/tP.4 j,7 @A *K4;1 “/O$K �5/r” #$WD4 &Q4"#.4 2P<$'
 &."*.4 &Q/P+$?.4 ($:*+9.4 8/=#^A &' ($%#].4" ($0)"7 ~#t.4"
 T/3Ug4 j?: \$Q5 ;," 64*y% &' /$./K §$]V *+^A .(z1 >+V/')

.($:4#].4 ('/XZ.4 E54F" &' &Q/P+$?.4

Mohanad Hayal was born in southern 
Iraq in the city of Nasiriyah in 1985.
He graduated from the Cinema 
Department at the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Baghdad. He participated in 
many advanced cinema workshops 
in a number of countries around the 

world. 
He spent ten years working as an assistant director in many 
$UDE�IHDWXUH�ÒOPV��+H�DOVR�ZRUNHG�DV�D�SURGXFWLRQ�PDQDJHU�
IRU�D�QXPEHU�RI�VKRUW�DQG�IHDWXUH�ÒOPV�
+LV� ÒOP�+DSS\�%LUWKGD\�ZDV� VHOHFWHG� IRU� WKH� �����%HUOLQ�
International Film Festival and received the Rising Star 
Award at the 2013 Rhode International Film Festival in 
$PHULFD��+LV�ODWHVW�IHDWXUH�ÒOP�+DLID�6WUHHW�ZDV�VHOHFWHG�DV�
one of the most important African, Middle Eastern and Arab 
projects at the Venice International Film Festival (Final Cut). 
Mohanad currently lives in Baghdad and is the head of the 
ÒOP�SURGXFWLRQ�GHSDUWPHQW�DW�WKH�,UDTL�0LQLVWU\�RI�&XOWXUH�
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HIROSHI AKABANE
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Director: Hiroshi Akabane

Producer: Ryuho Okawa

Countries of Production: 

Japan

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 118  min
Synopsis:

!"#$

Makoto Mioya spends busy days as a successful writer and founder of a publishing company, 
living happily with his wife, Isoko and his 3 children. But he has a secret. He has been in touch 
with highly evolved beings in the Spirit World for years, awakening him to the truth about spiritual 
existence and life after death. One day, Makoto has a heart attack and doctors tell him from a 
medical perspective he is functionally dead. However, miraculously, he comes back from the 
edge of death. Focused on accomplishing his mission to convey the invisible truth, he devotes his 
whole life to this mission. But as word and his popularity spread, he starts to face harsh criticism 
from the public and his wife struggles to understand him. Makoto continues to dedicate his 2nd 
life to fulfilling his mission.

 @L.  .(YCZ.4  2./Op7"  ;1;?VG  23="F  wA  E6/]?%  §$]V  _  #tU  546  \)�A"  �=/U  -s/L1  2A/V7  /V;$A  ;s;1/A  &qXV
 6;=;.4  (X$XK  @I  2P<]s  _  !4;+?.  v4"5D4  j./I  &'  (V/y<.  E5;03A  !/+Q/L%  f/Js4  H<I  8/1  *X.  .#?%  ©O3SV  ;s;1/A
 ./ �$O$�" z$A 2U7 &9p 5;{+A @A �/9pD4 �#9W7" ($9<: (%;+% ;s;1/A -$N7 _ B/VD4 @A B;V &' .!;P.4 *]% E/$S.4" &K"#.4
 .(P^P.4 ��^. /^<1 2s/$K h#LV " ($Q#P.4 #$� (X$XS.4 >X+. 23P^A F/MUG H<I ;s;1/A k1#V .!;P.4 @A (%;MI�% /MU 2+L.
 �$XS3. ($U/Z.4 2s/$K \V#Ls ;s;1/A >N4;V .2P^O. 23="F �'/Ls" h/+.4 @A (I¥n !46/X3U4 2=4;V _#9u.4 5/t3U4 wA @L.

.23P^A

 #$$ys �4*KG H<I E5*X.4 /^V*. BC'D4» 87 &U/%/17 &r"#$, *X3]V
 B/I  &'  >PI  .bd¨b  ;$.;V  m  &'  8/%/$.4  &'  *."  .«h/+.4  E/$K  &'
 &'" >X3?A #V*A *I/?P1 _ ;t+$) (]A/= @A 2=#us *]% _bde¨
 >?<?A f"7 .DREAMAX TELEVISION INC ., 8£4 HP?s (1#r
 .8;VkO<s &'  «Maido Osamagaseshimasu» ;, 2M3U7 &U;VkO<s
 >ZA (S=/+.4 ($U;VkO<3.4 !C?<?P.4 @A *V*].4 T/3UG >N4" TBS
 High) 45/,/s ;L$^$r;s (.;0% «Kyoshi BinBin Monogatari»
 Takashi Sorimachi  (.;0%  «GTO»  "  _  (Teen Boogie
 Nanako Matsushima  Ringu " _ ((Yamato& Fulltime Killer

.�/+, &U5/A zU/1 /A*+I

Hiroshi Akabane believes that “movies 
have the power to make a difference 
in people’s lives”. He was born in 
Japan on July 4, 1951. In 1975, after 
graduating from Senshu University, 
he worked as a freelance assistant 
director and at a company now called 

'5($0$;�7(/(9,6,21�,1&���7KH�ÒUVW�79�VHULHV�KH�SURGXFHG�
was, “Maido Osamagaseshimasu” at TBS Television. He went 
on to produce many hit TV series including “Kyoshi BinBin 
Monogatari,” starring Toshihiko Tahara (High Teen Boogie), 
“GTO” starring Takashi Sorimachi (Yamato, Fulltime Killer) 
and Nanako Matsushima (Ringu, When Marnie Was There).
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CORPUS CHRISTI 

JAN KOMASA

Director: Jan Komasa

Producer: -

Countries of Production: 

Poland

Year of Production: 2020

Running Time: 114 min
Synopsis:

!"#$

A 20-year-old Daniel experiences a spiritual transformation while living in a Youth Detention 
Center. He wants to become a priest, but this is impossible because of his criminal record. When 
he is sent to work at a carpenter’s workshop in a small town, on arrival he dresses up as a priest 
and accidentally takes over the local parish. The arrival of the young, charismatic preacher is an 
opportunity for the local community to begin the healing process after a tragedy that happened 
there. 

 2+L."  / �+,/1  �9JV  87  *V#V;^'  R/9t.4  F/M3K4  k1#A  &'  23A/:G  �/+Y7  /$K"5  n;Ss  / �A/I  20  #P].4  @A  ª./9.4  f/$U46  #93uV
 *+I (+^L.4 \%CA l*s#V _ E#$yN E*<% &' E5/MU (r5" &' >P]<. 2./)5G j3V /A*+I .&A4#=g4 2<M) -9?% >$S3?A#A7
 wP3MP<. (N#' (%4�M.4 ($Jut.4 "¥ R/t.4 @,/L.4 f;N" #93]V .($<SP.4 ($I#.4 E546G �0u.4 �V#p @I H.;3V" 2.;N"

.�/+, zY*K E/)�A *]% �/Ot.4 ($<PI �*9. &<SP.4
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UNDER THE CONCRETE 

ROY ARIDA 

Director: Roy Arida 

Producer: -

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon

Year of Production: 2020

Running Time: 88 min
Synopsis:

!"#$

Beirut, Lebanon. The city is riveted by a series of car bomb attacks. Alain, bored with his job as 
a sales representative, decides to turn his back on his life in this madness. Looking for a way 
out, he decides to devote himself to his passion, scuba diving. Quickly, he becomes increasingly 
obsessed with only one thing: breaking the world diving record. 

 R"*+P1 23O$�" @A ><P./% #]tV l�.4 _ 8no5#XV .(uuOA !45/$?% !/PM^.4 @A (<?<?% (+V*P.4 �t+s .8/+9. _!"#$%
 �&t% / �)";^A �9JV /A 8/I#) .¢;y.4 ;," 2Oyt. 2?OU h#LV 87" 8;+M.4 4�, &' 2s/$S. �#^� #V*V 87 _ !/]$9A

.¢;y<. &P./].4 &)/$X.4 j:#.4 j$0Ss :�X' *K4"

 \V5/% _ \$P$' n &' /P+$?.4 h56" _ !"#$% &' (qV#I l"5 *."
 wA 8/+9." /?U#' @$% `abb &' 2=#us �+A >P]V .T4#Wg4 j?: &' _
  &' �5/r _ `ab` B/I &' .($XQ/Y;.4" ($Q4"#.4 BC'D/% «"/?3A B/P3,4
 ./?U#' &' /,#XA BC'7 T/3UG (1#r &," _(1#r \$)�s STANK

.T#uP1 2. >V;p &Q4"5 j<$' f"7 ;, (U/)#u.4 zSs

Born in Beirut, Roy Arida studied 
cinema at La Fémis, Paris, in the 
directing department. Ever since 
his graduation in 2011 he has 
been working between France and 
Lebanon with an equal interest for 
ERWK�ÒFWLRQ�DQG�GRFXPHQWDU\�ÒOPV��

,Q�������KH�FR�IRXQGHG�67$1.��D�ÒOP�SURGXFWLRQ�FRPSDQ\�
EDVHG�LQ�)UDQFH��8QGHU�WKH�FRQFUHWH�LV�KLV�ÒUVW�IHDWXUH�ÒOP�
as a director.
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GAZA MON AMOUR 

TARZAN & ARAB NASSER

Director: Tarzan & Arab Nasser

Producer: Rani Massalha

Countries of Production: 

Palestine

Year of Production: 2020

Running Time: 120 min
Synopsis:

!"#$

Gaza, today. Sixty-year-old fisherman Issa is secretly in love with Siham, a woman who works as 
a dressmaker at the market. Finally determined to propose, Issa discovers an ancient statue of 
Apollo in his fishing net, which he decides to hide at home. When local authorities discover the 
existence of this mysterious treasure, troubles start for Issa... Will he succeed to declare his love 
to Siham?

 @L. .~;?.4 &' (p/$u1 >P]s E7#A4 &," _4 �#) B/^) -K &' _ / �A/I @$3) #P].4 @A ª./9.4 H?$I 6/$J.4 wXV .B;$.4 Ek�
 !/0<?.4 [t3Ls /A*+I .fk+P.4 &' ��/OWG 5#:" �*$N (L9r &' ;.;%D / �PV*: /�./ZPs H?$I [t3LV _/^. B*X3V 84 >9:

¬B/^?. 29K 8CIG &' �M+V >^' ... H?$I >1/tA 7*9s _ �A/y.4 k+L.4 4�, 6;=" ($<SP.4

 _bd��  B/I  &'  4*."  .Ek�  @A  R#I"  84F#p  B7;3.4  8/X$Xt.4  5*S+V
 @A  j^=#us  *]%  .Ek�  &'  /P+$?.4  5"6  ~C�G  @A  *K4"  B/I  *]%
 (I/+J% j^Oyr 84;WD4 5;p _ (<$PM.4 8;+O.4 ($<1  HJ:D4 (]A/=
 &'  «*$.  B"*U;1»  #$JX.4  j^P<$'  �#I  _`abc  ;V/A  &'  .BC'D4
 j<$'  f"�1  &Q/P+$?.4  8/1  8/=#^A  &'  ($P)#.4  (X%/?P.4
 &Q4"5 j<$' f"7 ;, «l64#yV6»  .E#$JX.4 BC'D4 (�' @I &+$0?<'

.*X+.4 �;9)4 (?'/+A &' �5/$3W4 j3V >V;p

Twin brothers Tarzan and Arab hail 
from Gaza. They were born in 1988, 
one year after the last cinemas in 
Gaza were closed. After graduating 
LQ�ÒQH�DUWV�IURP�$O�$TVD�8QLYHUVLW\��
the brothers developed their passion 
IRU� ÒOPPDNLQJ�� ,Q� 0D\� ������ WKHLU�

VKRUW�ÒOP�&RQGRP�/HDG�SUHPLHUHG� LQ�RÔFLDO� FRPSHWLWLRQ�
DW�WKH�&DQQHV�)LOP�)HVWLYDO�DV�WKH�ÒUVW�3DOHVWLQLDQ�ÒOP�LQ�
WKLV�VHFWLRQ��'§JUDG§� LV� WKHLU�ÒUVW� IHDWXUH�ÒOP�VHOHFWHG� LQ�
competition at La Semaine de la Critique.
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THE MORPHINE MELODY 

HICHAM AMAL

Director: Hicham Amal 

Producer: Hicham Amal

Countries of Production: 

Morocco

Year of Production: 2021

Running Time: 90 min
Synopsis:

!"#$

Saïd Ettayer, a talented and well known violinist, lost his memory in a car accident. He gradually 
starts to remember all his memories and he gets back to his normal life after a few days. However, 
months later, he realizes that he cannot remember how he used to create music…

 6;]V" 2s/V#1¥ >1 E6/]3)4 &' �$MV5*s 7*9V .E5/$) �6/K &' 2s#14¥ *XOV _ �"#]A" R;,;A 8/P1 �F/I _ #V/0.4 *$])
.HX$);P.4 [$.�s 6/3I4 [$1 #1�3V 87 w$03?V n 2U7 �5*V _ 5;^r *]% _ �.¥ wA" .(<$<: B/V7 *]% ($]$90.4 2s/$K H.G

*=;V nno bio
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Director: Renato Barbieri

Producer: Marcus Ligocki

Countries of Production: 

Brazil

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 101  min
Synopsis:

!"#$

In the 90’s, a mother looks for her missing son, and finds farms with slave labor practice in the 
Amazon region.

.8"F/AD4 (X0+A &' E#u?./% /^$' >P]s �54kA *Ms" _ !/$+$]?3.4 &' 6;XOP.4 /^+%4 @I B7 |S9s

 .BR  / /$<VF4#%  _GAYA Filmes  ¤.  &I4*%g4  #V*P.4  ;,  l#$%5/%  ;s/+V5
 T#uP1 2. 5;^� f"7 8/1 .;V5/+$) -s/1" �3+A" &Q/P+$) T#uA ;,
 .;."/% "/) &' Olhar Eletrônico  T/3Ug4 (1#r &' _ bd�c B/I &'
 ($U;VkO<3.4 E/+X.4 &' _ Jornal de Vanguarda #V*A /qV7 ;s/+V5 8/1

.Band
 Cora Coralina - Todas como kQ4;= H<I EkQ/S.4 2./PI7 >Pts
 Vidas, Atlântico Negro - na Rota dos Orixás, Do Outro
 Lado da Sua Casa, As Vidas de Maria, Lendas Animadas,

A Invenção de Brasília, Malagrida, Bianchetti y otras
 6/Ss4   CONNE  #V*A"  Audience Test  �"#tA  &'  �?+P.4  ;,

.(>VF4#9.4 R#� f/Pr" f/Pr" �)"D4 R#y.4 �p/+A @A @$M3+P.4

Director Creativo de GAYA Filmes, 
una productora ubicada en Brasilia/
BR. Es director de cine, productor y 
guionista. Su debut como director 
fue en 1983, en la productora “Olhar 
Eletrônico”, en São Paulo. Renato 
también fue director de Jornal de 

Vanguarda, en la cadena de televisión Band. Sus premiadas 
obras incluyen Cora Coralina - Todas como Vidas, Atlântico 
Negro - na Rota dos Orixás, Do Outro Lado da Sua Casa, As 
Vidas de Maria, Lendas Animadas, A Invenção de Brasília, 
Malagrida, Bianchetti yotras. Es curador en el proyecto Teste 
de Audiência y director en CONNE (asociación de productoras 
y productores de las regiones centro-oeste, norte y noreste 
de Brasil).
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Director: Ida Panahandeh

Producer: Ida Panahandeh

Countries of Production: 

Iran

Year of Production: 2020

Running Time: 115   min
Synopsis:

!"#$

A physicist who’s about to prove a thesis about the end of the world, meets a wired surrogate 
mother who wants to deserve humanity and makes a room of her own.

.($U/?Ug4 �S3?s 87 *V#s (<V*% B�% &X3<V _ j./].4 (V/^U f;K ($�#' !/9YG �r" H<I �/Vk$' j./I

 z<JK .bded #9P39) � &' 84#VG _ 84#^p &' �*U/,/U/% 4*Vo !*."
 T4#Wg4 &' #$3?=/A" `aa  ̀B/I &Q/P+$?.4 #V;J3.4 &' E6/^r H<I
 !7*%  |$K  _  84#^p  &'  8;+O.4  (]A/=  @A  `aa¨  B/I  &Q/P+$?.4

. E#$JX.4 BC'D4 @A *V*].4 wA ($+^P.4 /^s/$K

 _&U4#Vg4  8;VkO<3<.  BC'7  T4#Wg  z$I6  (]A/M.4  @A  /^=#us  *]%
.($+p;.4 !/U/=#^P.4 @A *V*].4 &' kQ4;M% !F/'"

.@$.#% &' «-,4;P.4 (]A/=» ($./]' &' z15/r `aad B/I &'

.|V*S.4 wP3MP.4 &' /^3+U/LA" E7#P.4 ~;XK H<I /^<PI &' !k15

Ida Panahandeh was born in Tehran, 
Iran on September 8th, 1979. 
She obtained a degree in Film 
Photography in 2002 and a master’s 
in Film Direction in 2005, both from 
the Arts University of Tehran, where 
VKH�EHJDQ�KHU�ÒOP�FDUHHU�ZLWK�VHYHUDO�

VKRUW�ÒOPV�

$IWHU�XQLYHUVLW\�VKH�ZDV� LQYLWHG�WR�GLUHFW�ÒOPV� IRU� ,UDQLDQ�
television, with which she won awards at numerous national 
festivals.

In 2009 she took part in the Berlin ’Talent Campus’. Having 
as a central theme a woman’s place in modern society she 
has, throughout her work, focused on women’s rights.
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Director: Ala Eddine Slim 

Producer: Ala Eddine Slim 

Countries of Production: 

Tunisia - France 

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 120 min
Synopsis:

!"#$

S is a young soldier in the Tunisian desert. When his mother dies, he gets a week’s leave and goes 
back home. But he never returns to the barracks and becomes the target of a manhunt through 
the backstreets of his working-class neighborhood, before vanishing into the mountains. Several 
years later, F, a young woman married to a rich businessman finds out that she’s pregnant. One 
morning, she leaves her luxurious villa and disappears into the forest.

 n  2+L.  .fk+P.4  H.G  6;]V"  �;9)7  E*P.  EF/=G  H<I  >JSV  _  2s*.4"  !;Ps  /A*+I  .($?U;3.4  �4#SJ.4  &'  R/r  l*+=  h
 &' HrC3V 87 >9: _ (<A/].4 (X90.4 2+0Xs l�.4 &S<. ($O<u.4 �54;t.4 &' E65/0P. / �'*, �9JV" !/+LZ.4 H.G 4 �*%7 6;]V
 (PuO.4 C$O.4 _ v/9N !4¥ 56/ys .>A/K /^U7 l#Y f/PI7 >=5 @A (="k3A (%/r E7#A4 _ “�” [t3Ls _ !4;+) E*I *]% .f/9M.4

.(%/y.4 &' &O3us"

 E#$J:  BC'7  E*I  T4#W %  B/:  .&?U;s  T#uA  j$<)  @V*.4  �CI
 @A  *V*].4  &'  /,5/$3W4  js  ($Q4"5  BC'7"  ($+'  ;V*$'  wp/XA"
 Grand Prix FID _ 84#$' 8;A#$<1) ($."*.4 ($Q/P+$?.4 !/U/=#^P.4

Marseille
&' ($+' (P,/?A >q'7 _ >9X3?P.4 *)7 _ «Babylon» ¤. `ab`

 @I  `abx  JCC  &'  5"6  z$U/s"  _  `abx  &Q/P+$?.4  ($:*+9.4  8/=#^A
 ;," _ &U/Z.4 &Q4"#.4 2P<$' ;, «\ACp» . The Last of us j<$'
 &?U#O.4  ~"*+J.4  @A  B;I*A  T/3Ug4  &?U;s  &?U#'  j<$'
 Aide aux Cinemas du Monde _ ('/XZ.4 E54F" ~"*+N _ &?U;3.4

./%"5"7 &' ($P./].4 /P+$?.4 ~"*+N" of the CN

Ala Eddine Slim is a Tunisian 
ÒOPPDNHU�� +H� KDV� GLUHFWHG� VHYHUDO�
VKRUW� ÒOPV�� DUW� YLGHRV� DQG� IHDWXUH�
ÒOPV�� VHOHFWHG� DQG� PXOWL�DZDUGHG�
LQ�PDQ\� LQWHUQDWLRQDO� ÒOP� IHVWLYDOV�
(Clermont-Ferrand, Grand Prix FID 
Marseille 2012 for “Babylon”, Lion of 

the Future, Best Technical Contribution at the Venice Film 
Festival 2016, and Tanit d’Or at JCC 2016 for “The Last of 
Us”). 
È7ODPHVVÉ�LV�KLV�VHFRQG�ÒFWLRQ�ÒOP��D�)UDQFR�7XQLVLDQ�FR�
production supported by the Franco-Tunisian fund, the 
Tunisian

Ministry of Culture Fund, the Aide aux Cinemas du Monde of 
the CNC and the World Cinema Fund Europe.
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Director: Gleb Piryatinskiy

Producer: Tatiana Del Deo 

Countries of Production: 

USA

Year of Production: 2021

Running Time: 98 min
Synopsis:

!"#$

The story of Provincetown, Massachusetts through the recollections and paintings of artist 
Salvatore Del Deo. Arriving in the artist colony in the 1940s and never leaving, Del Deo and his 
wife, activist and poet Josephine Del Deo, dedicated their lives to art and community for over 
70 years, spearheading the creation of the now world-renowned Fine Arts Work Center, as well 
as the Provincetown Heritage Museum. A paean to the art life lived, to Provincetown, to his wife 
Josephine, this film is a love letter to life itself

 E#P]3?A  H.G  2.;N"  *+I  .;V6  >V6  5;s/O./)  8/+O.4  !/K;."  !/V#1¥  fCW  @A  \3);ts/)/A  _  8"/3?+$'"#%  (J:
 wP3MP.4" @O<. j^s/$K ;V6 >V6 @$'F;= E#I/t.4" (0r/+.4 23="F" ;V6 >V6 h#1 _ 4 �*%756/yV j." !/$+$]%5D4 &' @$U/+O.4
 .8"/3?+$'"#% &' �4#3.4 [S3A �.�1" _ 8£4 / �$P./I 5;^tP.4 (<$PM.4 8;+O.4 >PI k1#A 4;�tU7 |$K _ / �A/I 70 @A #Z1D

. E/$S<. -K (./)5 ;, j<$O.4 4�, _ @$'F;= 23="k. _ 8"/3?+$'"#% H.G _ /^r/I &3.4 ($+O.4 E/$S<. E6;tU7

 (Vn"  - 8;?V6/A  &'  bddx  B/I  *."  _&)"5  �3+A"  BC'7  wU/N  ;,
 (I/+J.  (O<3uA  -U4;=  [tL3)4  @$+?.4  #A  H<I  .@?U;L?V"
 &' .>$ZP3.4" &Q/P+$?.4 #V;J3.4" T/3Ug4" T4#Wg4 :/^$' /P% BC'D4
 &3.4 Mal De Mer BC'7 (1#t. / �15/tA / �?)�A �9N7 _ `abe B/I
 8*A"  ;L);A  @A  @$K;Pp  @$<X3?A  /P+$)  &=#uA  wA  >P]s

.�#W7

 [V#u.4  4�,  #qS3V"  –  &+'  �?+A"  8;O?1/)  �F/I  / �qV7  ;,
.Île Thélèm E*V*= ($+' (K/?A ~Cpg

Born in 1996 in Madison, Wisconsin 
Ä*OHE�LV�D�5XVVLDQ�EDVHG�ÒOP�PDNHU�
and producer. Through the years 
he has explored various aspects of 
ÒOPPDNLQJ� LQFOXGLQJ�� GLUHFWLQJ��
producing, cinematography, and 
acting. In 2017 Gleb became a 

FR�IRXQGHU�RI�0DO�'H�0HU�ÒOPV�FRPSDQ\��WKDW�ZRUNV�ZLWK�
aspiring independent cinema directors from Moscow and 
other cities.
Gleb is also a free-improv saxophonist and art-curator - this 
autumn he is taking prt in the launch of new art-space Île 
Thélèm.
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THE GOLDEN HARVEST 

ALIA YUNIS

Director: Alia Yunis

Producer: Alia Yunis

Countries of Production: 

UAE – Jordan – Palestine 

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 85 min
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Synopsis:

!"#$

The Golden Harvest is a 6,000-year old love story in which the filmmaker tries to understand 
the profound, often troubled, relationship between olive oil and the people of Mediterranean, 
including her own father

 @A  #$Z1  &'  (%#0qP.4"  (X$P].4  (:C].4  j^'  (=#uP.4  /^$'  f"/Ss  (+)  6000  /,#PI  -K  (J:  &,  &9,�.4  6/JS.4
/,*.4" j^$' @P% _ �);3P.4 �$%D4 #S9.4 8/L)" 8;3Vk.4 zVF @$% 8/$KD4

 !45/: \PW &' wV5/tA &' z<PI _ (9s/1" (=#uA _ \U;V �/$<I
 &'  E*V*I  !4;+)  zqA7  .#V;J3.4"  (%/3L.4  _  /P+$?.4  f/MA  &'
   >ZA  !/1#t.  ;V5/+$)  (<<SA"  ;V5/+$)  (9s/L1  h;<MU7  h;.
 @A �/$<I 5/$3W4 js. Miramax " Village Roadshow Pictures
 z<JK" ;V5/+$?.4 (%/3L. Zoetrope EkQ/= &' >Q4"D4 E#t].4 @$%

_ /^3V4"5 z./U Warner Bros .@A (V*$A;L.4 (%/3L.4 EkQ/= H<I
 @A 6/X+.4 8/?S3)4 _ (`aba h"/, B"*U45  The Night Counter 

Entertainment Weekly "  Post @0+r4" >9:
 @A  *V*].4  &'  /^s/%/31  !#tU  .�#WD4  !45;t+P.4  @A  *V*].4"

.!45/3uP.4" !CMP.4" -3L.4

$OLD�<XQLV��ÒOPPDNHU�ZULWHU��KDV
ZRUNHG�RQ�SURMHFWV�RQ�ÒYH�FRQWLQHQWV�
LQYROYLQJ�ÒOP��ZULWLQJ�DQG
photography. She spent many years 
in Los Angeles as a screenwriter and
script analyst for companies such 
as Village Roadshow Pictures and 

Miramax. Alia is a PEN Emerging Voices Fellow, has been 
D� WRS� WHQ� ÒQDOLVW� =RHWURSH� 6FUHHQZULWLQJ�$ZDUGV� DQG� WKH�
recipient of a comedy-writing award from Warner Bros. 
Her novel, The Night Counter (Random House 2010), was 
critically-acclaimed by the Washington Post, Entertainment 
Weekly, and several other publications. Her writings have
appeared in numerous books, magazines and anthologies.
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Director: Erige Sehiri

Producer: Dora Bouchoucha

Countries of Production: 

Tunisia

Year of Production: 2018

Running Time: 74 min
Synopsis:

!"#$

The Normal Way is a road movie who draws the portrait of Tunisian railwaymen and women. On 
track, driving the old locomotive, the protagonists of the Normal Way defend their own choices 
despite the risks. By denouncing incompetence and corruption, this film celebrates dignity, hope 
and resilience.

 f/0%7 _(PV*X.4 E#p/X.4 8"6;XV .@$$?U;3.4 (V*V*S.4 �L?.4 �/?U" f/=#. E5;N j)#V �V#p j<$' ;, (L?./I j<$'
 4�, >O3SV _6/?O.4" E�/OL.4 B*I (U46G fCW @A .#p/uP.4 @A j�#.4 H<I j^s45/$W @I 8;]'4*V (V*V*S.4 �L?.4 f/=5

.6;PJ.4" >AD4" (A4#L./% j<$O.4

 /^P<$'  z=#W7  `ab`  B/I  &'.(M3+A"  (=#uA  &,  l#$^)  �V5G
 z)#1 _@$S.4 �.¥ �+A .My Father’s Facebook #$JX.4 &XQ/Y;.4
 >V;0.4 /^P<$' zA*:" ($?U;3.4 (V*V*S.4 �L?.4 #V;J3. /^?OU

 .((L?./I) (V*V*S.4 �L?.4 f/=5 _f"D4

(ULJH� 6HKLUL� LV� D� ÒOP� GLUHFWRU� DQG�
producer. In 2012, she directs “My 
Father’s Facebook“. Since 2013, 
VKH�GHGLFDWHG�KHUVHOI�WR�ÒOPLQJ�WKH�
7XQLVLDQ�UDLOZD\V�DQG�PDGH�KHU�ÒUVW�
IHDWXUH�ÒOP�È/D�9RLH�1RUPDOHÉ
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Synopsis:

!"#$

Eddy’s Kingdom is the story of Canada’s first terrorist, Eddy Haymour. Eddy’s search for justice 
led him to take hostages, threaten letter bombs, plan attacks on government, lose his family, 
and his sanity.

 #$MO3%  �*V*^s"  @Q/,5  F/M3K4  H.G  (.4*].4  @I  l*VG  |S%  6/:  .l*+1  &%/,5G  f"7  _  5;PV/,  l*VG  (J:  &,  l*VG  (L<PA
.2<XI" 23<Q/I 84*X'" (A;LS.4 H<I !/PM^. �$0u3.4" >Q/)#.4

 T/3UG &' 7*% .($U/0V#9.4 /$9A;.;1 _ /U;<$1 &' 8;39A"#1 �V#= �tU
 8#X.4  @A  f"D4  *X].4  [J3+A  &'  8;$.4#$)  &'  ($XQ/Y"  BC'7
 F/O<3.4 H<I E#$JX.4 ($XQ/Y;.4 2AC'7 �#]% B/: .@V#t].4" l6/S.4

.j./].4 f;K !/U/=#^P.4"
.*$K" T#uP1 �V#M. >V;p &XQ/Y" j<$' f"7 ;, l*VG (L<PA

Greg Crompton grew up in Kelowna, 
British Columbia. He began making 
documentaries in Sierra Leone in the 
mid 2000s. He has screened his short 
documentaries on TV and festivals 
around the globe.
(GG\ÆV�.LQJGRP�LV�*UHJÆV�ÒUVW�IHDWXUH�

documentary as a lone director.

Director: Greg Crompton

Producer: Tony Cerciello

Countries of Production: 

Canada

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 84 min

GREG CROMPTON

EDDY’S KINGDOM 
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THE WAY BACK 

MAXIME JENNES - DIMITRI 
PETROVIC
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Director: Maxime Jennes - Dimitri 

Petrovic

Producer: Daphna Krygier

Countries of Production: 

Belgium

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 67 minSynopsis:

!"#$

In August 2015, Hussein Rassim arrived in Brussels. He has travelled thousands of miles from 
Iraq. One year after his arrival, Hussein obtained his residence card and decided to go back to 
Greece. From Brussels to Athens this road movie takes us along the migratory path of Hussein 
and of thousands of other migrants. Throughout the encounters and the countries travelled, the 
story of Hussein takes shape, the forgotten people speak and Fortress Europe emerges.

 _  2.;N"  @A  *K4"  B/I  *]%  .~4#].4  @A  f/$AD4  �no  #'/)  *X.  .>?1"#%  H.G  j)45  @$?K  >N"  _  2015  \0?�7  &'
 �no" @$?K E#M, �V#p j<$O.4 �'4#V /+$Y7 H.G >?1"#% @A .8/U;$.4 H.G E6;].4 5#:" 23A/:G (:/0% H<I @$?K >JK

./^$.G 4"#'/) &3.4 84*<9.4" !4�/X<.4 fCW @A @$?K (J: 5;<93s .@V#W£4 @V#=/^P.4

 45;JA"  8/=#uA  /P,  \$+$=  j$?1/A"  §3$'"#3%  l#3$PV6
 ./L$M<% @A ;V*$'

 «Les meutes» !/JJu3.4 E6*]3A (I;PMP.4 H.G &P3+V /P,C1
 wp/XA"  E#$JX.4  BC'D4  >ZA  wV5/tP.4  @A  *V*].4  H<I  / �]A  CPI
.`abc B/I &'  Gesu Squat j<$' T4#W % / �qV7 l#3$PV6 B/: .;V*$O.4

Dimitri Petrovic and Maxime Jennes 
are directors and videographers 
from Belgium. They both belong to 
the multidisciplinary collective “Les 
meutes”. Together they have worked 
RQ�PDQ\�SURMHFWV�VXFK�DV�VKRUW�ÒOPV�
and video clips. Dimitri also directed 

“Gesu Squat” in 2013.
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Synopsis:

!"#$

Marwa, her mother and siblings are stranded in Zaatari Refugee Camp - Jordan, where they arrived in 2012 
after escaping war in Syria. Marwa is nine, and like any child, her concerns revolve around school, and her 
interests around playtime. Throughout the film, her playful character comes to life with her mischievous 
younger brother Mahmoud and her sassy younger sister, Ayah, whose character also reveals the depth of 
the emotional impact war can have on a little girl. Four months into camp life, Marwa expects that they’d 
likely stay there for another week, maybe two. Over the ensuing four years, the director follows Marwa’s 
day to day life in the camp, where she blossoms from a child to a young woman, where life perseveres time 
and again, despite its unusual shape. Amidst daily challenges, we witness humor, friction, and a range of 
survival sentiments, but above all, resilience is vivid. As a young, open spirit, Marwa envisions herself as a 
“free pigeon” in her own words, unrestricted by high walls and barbwires. As the years go by, Marwa gets 
attached to her camp life, friends, and make-shift home, until one day, her elder brother is called upon by 
authorities for interrogation about his association with militant extremists. Only then their “settled” life takes 
an immense turn, and questions the certainty of their narrative.

 _865D4 &' @$�=C. l#3Ik.4 j$uA &' >9?.4 j^% z]0Xs _/^. @$X$Xr" /^s*.4" wA !4;+) w?s #P].4 @A (y./9.4 E"#A
 j^U7 E�4#9% E"#A *X3]s _j$uP.4 E/$K @A #^r7 (]%57 *]% ./V5;) &' R#S.4 @A j,54#' *]% 2012 B/I &' 4;<N" |$K
 B*X3s /P+$%" _E"#A E/$K j<$O.4 w933V _($./3.4 w%5D4 !4;+?.4 �*A H<I .@V#Wo @$I;9)7 "7 �;9)7 E*P. �/+, 8;X9$)
 H<I R#S.4 2Y*Ss 87 @LPV l�.4 &Op/].4 #$Y�3.4 �PI @I �4*KD4 [tLs _(%/r E7#A4 H.G (<Op @A f;S33. #P].4 H'

.E#$yN E/3'

 &'  EF/=G  H<I  !F/K  .( i$+$0?<'  5"�=  @A  ( i$U657  (=#uA"  (M3+A
 «Arts and Graphic Design» l#J9.4 >N4;3.4" ( i$UCIg4 8;+O.4
 &'  #$3?=/P.4  ()45*.  (]A/=  @A  (S+A  H<I  z<JK"  .`aac  B/I
 z?%46;%" (U;9t. :($./3.4 �CZ.4 8*P.4 &' ( i$XQ/Y;.4 BC'D4 (I/+N
 z iXt' _BC'D4 (I/+N &' /^Oyr z]%/s _/^= i#us -XI" .>?1"#%"
 j?P?.4 �5/r �A/U#91 (iVF/O<3.4 !/=/3Ug4 @A *V*].4 &' /^XV#p
 @A «The Cut» j<$O1 ($Q/P+$?.4 !/=/3Ug4" _«Sesame Street»
 \$V/U7 T4#W % «Inch’Allah » 4 �/r 8G j<$' " @$1o �s/' T4#WG
 T4#Wg/%  !7*%"  4#$A/L.4  [<W  >P].4  H.G  z<X3U4  ijY  .l#$./'n  ;%5/%
 h/+.4  @A  �(P^<3?A  �$Y;3.4  &'  /+V6  HU/O3s"  ./^?O+%  T/3Ug4"
 _/,;)/: &3i.4 ( i$Ou.4 �"#{.4 @I wP?s Hi3K @$V6/I 8"*9V @V�.4
 /+V6  B i*X�s  .@$0?<'  &'  /^+p;A  /,*^tV  &3i.4  ¡JX.4  @A"
 &X<3' _( i$'/Ot.4" ��M.4 (p/%#% j?i3s #{U (^=" @A /^]$�4;A

.!/�$9.4" !/]P3MP.4 �]% &' ( i$OW !/X9p H<I �;q.4

A Jordanian director and producer of 
3DOHVWLQLDQ�URRWV��'LQD�ÒUVW�JUDGXDWHG�
with a BA in Art and Graphic Design in 
2003. And in 2013, Dina was granted 
the Docnomads scholarship program 
for Master Degree Documentary 
Filmmaking in Lisbon, Budapest

and Brussels. Post graduating, she followed her passion 
IRU� ÒOPPDNLQJ�� DQG� ZRUNHG� KHU� ZD\� WKURXJK� GLYHUVH� 79�
SURGXFWLRQV�OLNH�6HVDPH�6WUHHW��DQG�ÒOP�SURGXFWLRQV�VXFK�
as The Cut by Fatih Akin, and Inchallah by Anais Barbeau
Lavalere. She then transitioned behind the camera, and 
began to independently direct and produce. Dina’s devotion 
for documenting is inspired by people who are seemingly 
ordinary, until you learn of their unsung circumstances, and 
by stories that spring from her homeland in Palestine. Her 
subjects are presented with poise and untainted perception, 
often touching on the veiled layers of certain communities 
and habitats.

Director: Dina Naser

Producer: Dina Naser

Countries of Production: 

Jordan – Qatar – France 

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 85 min

DINA NASER

TINY SOULS 
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Director: Hilal Baydarov

Producer: Hilal Baydarov - Georg 

Tiller

Countries of Production: 

Azerbaijan

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 118 minSynopsis:

!"#$

Immobile in a home where the sands of time fall to the rhythm of rural Azerbaijani sounds, a 
mother waits for her son. When he arrives, their conversations circle around existential questions 
and news from afar, troubling and cryptic. Unrest cloaks the world outside.
Mother and son grow closer, silence melts into words, and life springs between them. The son 
leaves, and winter settles in to the forever-outdated house in which temporalities blurs and past 
and present beat to the rhythm of the same clock.

 f;K j^s/Y6/SA 5"*s _>JV /A*+I .($U/M$%5¥D4 ($OV#.4 !4;ND4 �/XVG H<I @Ak.4 f/A5 2$' �#S3s fk+A &' /^+%4 #{3+s B7
.T5/u./% j./].4 j]s !/%4#0�n4 .*$]% @A (P^9A" (X<XA5/9W7" (V6;=" (<�)7

 H.G jV*X.4 fk+P.4 &' �/3t.4 #X3?V" _ @%n4 56/yV ./P^+$% E/$S.4 w9+s" _ !/P<L.4 &' zPJ.4 R"�V" _ @%n4" BD4 R5/X3s
.(I/?.4 \OU �/XVG H<I #�/S.4" &�/P.4 �9+V" !/3:�P.4 2$' HrC3s |$K *%D4

.(@$s#A) !/$�/V#<. ($+p;.4 ;1/% 6/$9P."�% F/' - `aa¨ _ `aam
 �)"D4  ~#t.4  (]A/=  @A  #s;$9P1  ()*+,  h;V5;./L%  -  `aba

($+X3.4
;1/% �+% &' !/$MA#% h*+^A - `abb

&+p;.4 ($s/A;<]P.4 6/$9P."7 �V#O. !/$AF54;W h5*A - `abb
 �)"D4  ~#t.4  (]A/=  @A  R;)/S.4  ()*+,  &'  #$3?=/A  - `abc

($+X3.4
_5/s C$% :E�s/)n4 �]%) ;O$V4#) &' &Q/P+$?.4 T4#Wg4 h56 - `abm
 _f;1/Z$)4#V" �U;9s/t3$%7 _ h46/yV5 h;.5/1 _ ;$MU;A 8/$3?V#1

(>V5/= l#$$s _ 8"6"#' >$t$A 8/= _ /3);1 "5*$%
.... #V;Js - `abc

2004, 2005 - won national Baku 
math olympiads (two times)
2010 - B.Sc in Computer Engineering 
from Middle East Technical University
2011 - software engineer at Bank of 
Baku
2011 - algorithms tutor for National 

Informatics Olympiad Team
2013 - M.Sc in Computer Engineering from Middle East 
Technical University
�������VWXGLHG�ÒOP�GLUHFWLQJ�DW�ÒOP�IDFWRU\�LQ�6DUDMHYR��VRPH�
of the instructors : Bela Tarr,
Cristian Mungiu, Carlos Reygadas, Apichatpong Weerasethakul, 
Pedro Costa, Jean Michel
Frodon, Thierry Garrel)
�������ÒOPLQJ�����
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Synopsis:

!"#$

This well-researched documentary, with over 120 clips from archival films shot almost exclusively 
by male film-makers, portrays the domestic and social position of Iranian women from 1932 
to the 1979 revolution. The patriarchal family, love and deception, unwanted pregnancies and 
abortions, arranged marriages and polygamy form the background to the movie’s central themes 
of education, emancipation and the salvation of Iranian women, torn between tradition and 
modernity.

 / �9V#Xs l#JK >Lt% /,#V;Js js ($O$r57 BC'7 @A / �]0XA 120 @A #Z17 H<I l;3SV l�.4" @X3P.4 &XQ/Y;.4 j<$O.4 4�,
 >Lts  .1979 E5;Y  H.G  1932 B/I  �+A  ($U4#Vg4  E7#P<.  &I/P3=n4"  &<SP.4  w�;.4  5;JV  _  5;1�.4  BC'D4  &]U/N  >9:  @A
 !/I;�;A  ($O<W  !/="k.4  6*]s"  E#%*P.4  !/MVk.4"  2$'  R;�#P.4  #$�  �/^=g4"  >PS.4"  �4*u.4"  -S.4"  (V;%D4  (0<?.4

.(Y4*S.4" *$./X3.4 @$% (:kPP.4 ($U4#Vg4 E7#P<. ¢Cu.4" 5#S3.4" j$<]3.4 &' (<ZP3P.4 ($?$Q#.4 j<$O.4

 23)456  7*%"  _bdem  #9P39)  ¨  &'  84#^p  &'  l5;U  *$])  *."
 /,*]%  F/K  _  Sooreh  *^]A  @A  E6/^r  wA  84#VG  &'  ($Q/P+$?.4
 _  8;+O.4  (]A/=  @A  &Q/P+$?.4  T4#Wg4  &'  #$3?=/P.4  (=56  H<I
 �45;31*.4 E6/^r H<I >JK" /?U#' &' 23)456 w%/s .`aa  ̈_ 84#^p

@A `abc &' !/)456 /P+$?.4 &'
Université de Versailles Saint-Quentin (UVSQ)

 _`ab`  "  `aax  &A/I  @$%  «Cinémathèque Française»  &'  ;qI
 f;L$U"  �"6  8/=  @A  2$=;3%  BC'D4  *XU"  !4#�/+P.4  &'  �5/r
 &]U/N !/�A wA !C%/XA �4#=G H.G ($Q/P+$?.4 2Y/S%7 2s6/: .k$+V#%
 #Z17 j${+s" -3L.4 @A *V*].4 #tU H.G ('/�g/% _ @$$U4#Vg4 BC'D4

.E#$JX.4 BC'�. >PI (r5" `a @A
 [+JV  8/1  _  `ab`  B/I  &'  84#VG  H.G  2s6;I  �+A  _  &Q4"5"  j=#3A
 &, ��, .&Q/^+.4 /^uV5/s (%/31 >=7 @A ($U4#Vg4 /P+$?.4 �;�;A
 (<%#�  *]%  _  «f/=#.4  E#{U  -?K  �/?U»  /^%  !#^�  &3.4  (XV#0.4
 @$%  E7#P.4  BC'7  54"67  H<I  �;q.4  �$<?3.  j<$O.4  @A  (I/)  ba®aaa

.bdde " bdc` &A/I

Born in Tehran on September 5, 1974, 
Saeed Nouri began his cinematographic 
studies in Iran with a degree from the 
Sooreh Institute, following that with 
D� PDVWHUÆV� LQ� ÒOP� GLUHFWLRQ� IURP� WKH�
University of Art, Tehran, in 2005. 
He continued his studies in France, 

obtaining a PhD in cinema studies in 2013 from the ‘Université 
de Versailles Saint-Quentin’ (UVSQ).
Member of the ‘Cinémathèque Française’ between 2006 and 2012, 
KH�WRRN�SDUW� LQ�GHEDWHV�DQG�ÒOP�FULWLTXHV�XQGHU�WKH�GLUHFWLRQ�
of Jean DOUCHET and Nicole BRENEZ. His cinematographic 
UHVHDUFK�KDV�OHG�KLP�WR�LQWHUYLHZ�KXQGUHGV�RI�,UDQLDQ�ÒOPPDNHUV��
as well as having several books published and organising over 20 
VKRUW�ÒOP�ZRUNVKRSV�
Translator and novelist, since his return to Iran in 2012 he has 
been classifying the subject matter of Iranian cinema in view of 
ZULWLQJ�LWV�GHÒQLWLYH�KLVWRU\��7KDW�LV�KRZ�Å:RPHQ�$FFRUGLQJ�WR�
0HQÆ�FDPH�DERXW��DIWHU�VLIWLQJ�WKURXJK��������KRXUV�RI�ÒOP�LQ�
RUGHU�WR�KLJKOLJKW�ZRPHQÆV�ÒOP�UROHV�EHWZHHQ������DQG������

Director: Saeed Nouri

Producer:  Saeed Nouri

Countries of Production: 

Iran

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 90 min

SAEED NOURI
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Director: Elie Kamal

Producer: Jana Wehbe

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 82 min
Synopsis:

!"#$

“Beirut Terminus” is a quest to examine the events and circumstances in modern History that 
led to the creation of the state of Lebanon, using the discarded railway and what’s left of 
its deserted infrastructure as a starting point of analysis. Travelling geographically from the 
borderline stations towards the central station of Beirut, the film gradually explores the country 
and all its components, to finally face the question of either reaching an overall “terminus”, or 
trailing further ahead, towards an upcoming stop for Lebanon.

 #9I  _  8/+9.  (."6  �/tUG  H.G  !67  &3.4#N/]P.4"  |V*S.4  �V5/3.4  &'  �"#{.4"  �4*KD4  ()45*.  (."/SA  ;,  “!"#$%  (0SA
 j<$O.4  >X3+V  .>$<S3<.  ~C0U4  (0X+1  E5;M^P.4  ($3S3.4  /^3$+%  @A  HX9s  /A"  (<P^P.4  (V*V*S.4  �L?.4  B4*u3)4
 _  /$MV5*s  2s/U;LA  w$P="  *<9.4  j<$O.4  [tL3?V  _!"#$%  &'  (Vk1#P.4  (0SP.4  �/Ms/%  (V6"*S.4  !/0SP.4  @A  �$'4#y=

(<K5 z'5/r >, : ($./Lrn4 v#0. 4#$W7 f;N;<.
¬ *]% E#$WD4 (0SP.4 ª<9V j. *<9.4 84 B4 ¬/^3V/^U H.4 5/0X.4

.!"#$%" &%6 @$% §$]V #V;Js #V*A" T#uA _-s/1 f/P1 &<V4
./L$M<% &' /qV4" 8/+9. &' BC'D4 (I/+N h56

 EkQ/=  H<I  F/K  l�.4  «  ``/b  «  #$JX.4  2P<$O%  ($+^P.4  2s#$?A  7*%
 @V#$JX.4 2$P<$' T#W4 /P1 .(]%/?.4 2s5"*% &%6 8/=#^A &' 6/X+.4
 &�57 jy.» 84;+]% &K#?A >PI T#W7" /P1 «E5;Z.4 ;yU/s» " «�<Y»
 T/p#: B/iV7 &' �5/r" /P1 _ f4F /A" _ j./].4 &' 8*A E i*I &' f/= »

.($K#?P.4
 EkQ/= H<I F/K l�.4 f"D4 >V;0.4 2P<$' ;, «E#$WD4 (0SP.4 !"#$% »
.8;]%5D4" (V6/S.4 2s5"*% E#,/X.4 8/=#^A &' &Q4"5 #$� j<$' >q'7

Elie Kamal is a writer, director and a
cinematographer who lives between 
Dubai and Beirut.
+H� VWXGLHG� ÒOPPDNLQJ� LQ� /HEDQRQ�
and also in Belgium.
He started his career with his short 
ÒOP� È����É�� ZKLFK� ZRQ� WKH� FULWLFV�

’award at the seventh edition of the Dubai Festival. He also 
GLUHFWHG� KLV� QH[W� WZR� VKRUW� ÒOPV� È,&(É� DQG� È5HYROWDQJRÉ��
He also wrote and directed a theatrical play entitled “Anti-
Personnel”, which toured several cities in the world, and 
is still, and participated in the theatrical days of Carthage. 
È%HLUXW�7HUPLQXVÉ�LV�KLV�'HEXW�IHDWXUH�ÒOP��ZKLFK�ZRQ�WKH�
DZDUG�IRU�%HVW�1RQ�)LFWLRQ�)LOP�DW�WKH�IRUW\�ÒUVW�HGLWLRQ�RI�
the Cairo Festival.

BEIRUT TERMINUS 
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Nejib,a young man in is his thirthies, is a painter. He lives in the Family 
home in a district of the medina of Tunis with his only son and his wife. 
Engulfed by work and swearing only by his paintings Nejib spends whole 
nights painting in his studio. Back home after a few days of absence, the 
surprise is there..

SUNDAY AT FIVE
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SHERIF  EL BENDARY
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Director: Sherif  El Bendary

Producer: Safei  El Din Mahmoud

Countries of Production: 

Egypt

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 17 min

Director: Mohamed Ali Nahdi

Producer: Mohamed Ali Nahdi

Countries of Production: 

Tunisia

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 25 min

Synopsis:

Synopsis:

!"#$

!"#$

Hadil is at a turning point in her life. Her hesitant character and selfishness, 
that she is well aware of, make her unstoppable when it comes to getting 
what she wants, even if it at the expense of others.

 5#Xs  /,#$$ys  6;s  &3.4  /^s/$K  @A  (:5/'  ({S.  &'  _E#,/X.4  &'  §$]s  ($+$YCY  E/3'  >V*,
 &' l#$W /^]qV .E5/t% l#$W #$9L.4 l#JP.4 T#uP.4 BC'7 *K7 &' �467 (%#Ms >P]. R/,�.4

&Q4"5 l6#) �/+% &' >$u3P.4" &]:4;.4 @$% TkPV j<$O.4 .. /^s#$K @A *Vks 5/$3W4 ({S.

 (+V*A �/$K7 *K7 &' (<Q/].4 fk+A &' §$]V .�#PI @A !/+$YCZ.4 &' B/)5 R/r ;, -$MU
 &./$. -$MU &qP$' 2s/K;. &' �X' \Py+V" >P].4 �#PyV .23="F" *$K;.4 2+%4 wA \U;s
 �5/{3U4 &' E�=/OA *MV _R/$y.4 @A (<$<: B/V7 *]% @p;.4 H.G 2s6;I *+I .2P)#A &' (<A/1
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A poetic and nostalgic portrait of a childhood seen through the eyes of 
siblings. A beautiful, sunny afternoon. A bunch of kids is playing football 
in the yard. Meanwhile in an closed apartment, a boy is looking after his 
younger sister. Behind the closed door the boy and the girl start a game of 
their own. What’s hidden behind children’s games?

SKINNY 

MÅNS BERTHAS

DANIEL STOPA

Director: Daniel Stopa

Producer: Krystyna Doktorowicz

Countries of Production: 

Poland

Year of Production: 2018

Running Time: 8 min

Synopsis:

Synopsis:

!"#$

!"#$

Three women are gathered for an act of vengeance. They spin a bottle to 
determine who should perform the deed. Their plan goes wrong and an 
unexpected threat appears.

 B;XV 87 -MV @A *V*S3. (=/=k.4 [. (9]<% 8;A;XV .&A/X3U4 >PI >=7 @A �/?U �CY wP3Ms
.w:;3A #$� *V*^s #^{V" j^30W �;?s .>P]./%

 .\PtA >$P= �/?A &' .�/XrD4 8;$I fCW @A (.;O0. &�/P.4 H.G @$+K" (V#]r E5;N
 &9N �/+, _ (X<yA (Xr &'" �/+YD4 ��, &' .�/+O.4 &' B*X.4 E#1 f/OpD4 @A (I;PMA -]<s
 �93uV l�.4 /A ./P^% (N/W (9]. E/3O.4" &9J.4 7*9V _ �<yP.4 R/9.4 [<W .�#yJ.4 23W�% &+3]V

¬f/OpD4 R/].7 �45"
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BOTTLENECK 

Director: Måns Berthas

Producer: Måns Berthas

Countries of Production: 

Sweden

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 8 min
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Marwan, an old man who has lost his house 8 years ago, decided to live his 
live in his van; the only thing left for him from all his previous belongings. 
He also decided to take the benefit from it and use it to carry people.
In this film, we will do a journey within his daily life. Whether when he 
meets people with different character, we also get5 to know more about 
his story background which is related to old tenants’ situation. 

VOID 

WHERE ARE YOU GOING 
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DARIA GRATSEVICH

MOHAMED WALID MONLA
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Director: Daria Gratsevich

Producer: Vyacheslav 

Dusmukhametov

Countries of Production: 

Russia

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 12 min

Director: Mohamed Walid Monla

Producer: Mohamed Walid Monla

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon

Year of Production: 2018

Running Time: 19 min

Synopsis:

Synopsis:

!"#$

!"#$

A young woman goes through the day full of inspiring activities while the 
great tragedy of her life is unfolding in her apartment.

./^3Xr &' /^s/$K E/)�A [tL3s /P+$% (P^<P.4 (0tUD/% �&<P.4 /^A;V (%/r E7#A4 &qPs

 *$K;.4 �&t.4 ;," 23+K/r &' §$]V 87 _ !4;+) 8 >9: 2.k+A *X' l�.4 _F;M].4 84"#A 5#XV
.h/+.4 >XU &' 2A*u3?V" 2+A *$O3?V 87 5#: /P1 .(X%/?.4 2�4#�7 >1 @A 2. &X% l�.4

 (O<3uA ($Jur l"¥ ¢/ur�% &X3<V /A*+I ($A;$.4 2s/$K &' (<K#% B;X+) j<$O.4 4�, &'
.HA4*X.4 @V#=�3?P.4 w�;% (X<]3P.4 23J: ($O<W H<I / �qV7 �#]3U /P1 _
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Julia is a lonely 7 years old girl who is trying to prepare herself to her First 
Holy Communion the best possible way. But everything  is about to change 
the day she hears the biblical story of the shepherd and his lost sheep from 
which she concludes that Holy God seems to prefer sinners.

BAD NIGHT STORY 

LEEHA KIM

NAWOJKA WIERZBOWSKA

Director: Nawojka Wierzbowska

Producer: Krystyna Doktorowicz

Countries of Production: 

Poland

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 15 min

Synopsis:

Synopsis:

!"#$

!"#$

The fox who wants to be a mascot for the city goes to a mascot training 
academy. He lives in a very tiny house and works many part-time jobs. He 
is still getting many Mascot auditions with taking loans at a high-interest 
rates for undergoing plastic surgery

 fk+A &' -<]Z.4 §$]V .-V5*s ($PV6/17 H.G (+V*P<. (P$Ps 8;LV 87 *V#V l�.4 -<]Z.4 2=;3V
 �467 !45/93W4 @A *V*]./% B;XV f4kV n" &Qk= B4"*% [Q/�;.4 @A *V*].4 &' >P]V" 4 �*= #$yN

&<$PMs (K4#M. 2I;qu. ($./I E*Q/' 5/])�% �"#: H<I >JSV" (P$P3.4

 /^.  ()*XA  (."/+A  f"D  /^?OU  *]s  87  f"/Ss  !4;+)  7  #P].4  @A  ª<9s  E*$K"  E/3'  /$.;=
 (J:  2$'  wP?s  l�.4  B;$.4  &'  #$y3V  87  �r"  H<I  �&r  >1  @L.  .(+LPA  (XV#p  >q'�%
.E/0u.4 >qOV h"*X.4 4 87 /^+A zM3+3)4 &3.4" h*XP.4 R/3L.4 &' (./q.4 2'4#W" &I4#.4
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MASKOT

Director: Leeha KIM

Producer: Kihyuk KWAK

Countries of Production: 

South Korea

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 6 min
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Salam’s dream of becoming a mother shatters when she finds out that 
she is unable to have children with her husband.  As she searches for the 
silver lining, she finds herself in a battle to save her marriage. A lifetime of 
convictions and beliefs are put to the test as Salam realizes she must make 
a choice..

EACH OTHER

GIVE UP THE GHOST 
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SARAH TABIBZADEH

ZAIN DURAIE
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Director: Sarah Tabibzadeh

Producer: Sarah Tabibzadeh

Countries of Production: 

Iran

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 15 min

Director: Zain Duraie

Producer: Alaa Alasad

Countries of Production: 

Jordan

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 16 min

Synopsis:

Synopsis:

!"#$

!"#$

People are living with their personality layers, and they take them to 
“Layeromat” just like their clothes. A young man who works in one of these 
“Layeromat” accidentally loses one of his layers. Despite his long search, 
he couldn’t find it. But through an inner revolution during his searching, he 
reaches a new understanding of his being.
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A young girl has an earth-shattering realisation that her father is not 
invincible, after a cricket accident exposes his vulnerability.

PAIN 

URSULA GHALEB

ANNA ROSE DUCKWORTH

Director: Anna Rose Duckworth

Producer: Ilai Amar

Countries of Production: 

New Zealand

Year of Production: 2020

Running Time: 9 min

Synopsis:

Synopsis:

!"#$

!"#$

dib, an old man who used to work at the train station since its early ages, 
still goes to work there with his grandson. However, the station itself is no 
longer functioning.
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MEMORY EXPRESS 

Director: Ursula Ghaleb

Producer: Clara Atallah

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon

Year of Production: -

Running Time: 10 min
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LIFETIME 
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RAMÓN MASCARÓS - CARLOS ESCUTIA
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Director: Ramón Mascarós - Carlos 

Escutia

Producer: Carlos Escutia

Countries of Production: 

Spain

Year of Production: 2018

Running Time: 10 min

Synopsis: !"#$
Lifetime is a story that talks about life, and how a child’s fondness for 
Pacman can unexpectedly create a connection that goes beyond time and 
circumstances. 

 #$� >Lt% _8/P1/% ¤% >Op w." �<uV 84 @LPV [$1" _ E/$S.4 @I �*S3s (J: &, E/$S.4 �*A
.�"#{.4" z:;.4 F"/M3V /�./Js4 _w:;3A

Hoping for a new job, a family of wandering peasants settles in El Remanso, 
a country house in ruins full of brushwood where the tracks of an atrocious 
past are visible. In their first night at the house, in the middle of an 
atmosphere full of violence, the family expects with anxiety the upcoming 
peace of the dawn.

EL REMANSO 

SEBASTIÁN VALENCIA MUÑOZ

Director: Sebastián Valencia Muñoz

Producer: Sebastián Valencia Muñoz

Countries of Production: 

Colombia

Year of Production: 2020

Running Time: 20 min

Synopsis: !"#$
 _ ;?U/A#.4 &' @$.;M3P.4 @$KCO.4 @A (<Q/I #X3?s _ E*V*= (O$�" H<I f;JS.4 >A7 H<I
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During the 1990 World Cup, two young Palestinian boys are looking for 
“Maradona’s legs”; the last missing sticker that they need in order to 
complete their world cup album and win a free Atari.

MARADONA’S LEGS 

ZOFIA KOWALEWSKA

FIRAS KHOURY

Director: Firas Khoury

Producer: Zorana Musikic, May 

Odeh

Countries of Production: 

Palestine, Germany

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 23 min

Synopsis:

Synopsis:

!"#$

!"#$

Olga’s teenage daughter suddenly goes to the hospital. The mother needs 
to face not only the child’s disease, but also her ex-husband, whom she 
have not contacted for years. Being together at the hospital – trying to 
get information about the daughter’s medical condition or playing a family 
game – reveals difficult emotions and past resentments in the family. As 
the child’s condition is getting worse, the tension between the ex-partners 
rises, leading up to the unexpected finale.

 >% _ -?S' /^3+%4 �#A 2=4;s n BD4 @L. .HOt3?P.4 H.G E�M' (X,4#P.4 /y."7 (+%4 >W*s
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LOVED ONES

Director: =RÒD�.RZDOHZVND

Producer: Agata Golanska

Countries of Production: 

Poland

Year of Production: 2018

Running Time: 14 min
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ADVENTURES OF AYA 
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CHRISTIAN GHAMMACHI
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Director: Christian Ghammachi

Producer: STwo Wheels Across 

MFZA

Countries of Production: 

France

Year of Production: 2021

Running Time: 4 min

Synopsis: !"#$
After Adventures of Aya - Iceland, My Daughter Aya and I embarked on a 
new journey, in Africa!
We visited Kenya and spend under a week there. This is our film, our sequel.

!/$XV#'G &' E*V*= (<K5 &' (Vo &3+%4" /U7 zI#r _ 4*+<?V7 &' (Vo !4#A/yA *]%
f"D4 j<$O<. (P3s _ /+P<$' ;, 4�, .�/+, �;9)7 @A >:7 /+$q:" /$+$1 /U5F

Wahl ( Mud in arabic) tells the story of an actor remembered by a cliche 
sentence from one of his plays. A young documentary filmmaker crashes 
his lifestyle in hopes of making him go back and change the stereotype 
he was put into. The odds of their meetings intervene changing both their 
lives.

WAHL 

EMILE BOU DIWAN 

Director: Emile Bou Diwan

Producer: Notre Dame University

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 17 min

Synopsis: !"#$
 wU/N >W*V .2s/$K#?A �*KG @A (.�39A (<P= fCW @A �#]V >ZPA (J: >K;.4 j<$' l"#V
 w�̄ �" &3.4 ($0P+.4 E5;J.4 #$yV" 6;]V 2<]MV 87 >A7 H<I 2s/$K R;<)7 R/r ($XQ/Y" BC'7
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OME 

WASSIM GEAGEA

Director: Wassim GEAGEA

Producer: SGaby ZARAZIR - 

Gabriel CHAMOUN

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon - Qatar

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 17 min

Synopsis: !"#$
Following the death of his mother, 9-year-old Elias goes to extreme lengths 
to naively  bring her back from Jesus’ heaven all while defying his faith…
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In the southern United States, two young women meet by chance in the 
back of a police car and, without saying a word, experience the injustice 
hovering above them.

INTERSTATE 8 

ANNE THIEME

Director: Anne Thieme

Producer: Lina Mareike Zopfs

Countries of Production: 

Germany

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 15 min

Synopsis: !"#$
 z+9% /?9+V 87 8"6" _ (p#t<. E5/$) &' ('*J./% 8/3%/r &X3<s _ E*S3P.4 !/Vn;.4 R;+= &'
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Through a beautifully stripped back animation style, Yuluu looks back at 
the story of a young woman stranded in Beirut during the abrupt start of 
the 2006 war.

YULUU

FATIMA KRIED

Director: Fatima Kried

Producer: Fatima Kried

Countries of Production: 

United Kingdom

Year of Production: 2021

Running Time: 3 min

Synopsis: !"#$
 E7#A4  (J:  H<I  �;q.4  “;$.;V  ”  �<?V  _  >$PM.4  6#M3P.4  (1#S3P.4  B;)#.4  R;<)7  fCW  @A

2006 B/I R#S. (�=/OP.4 (V4*9.4 fCW !"#$% &' >9?.4 /^% z]0Xs (%/r

IDRIS 

BACHIR ABOU ZIED

Director: Bachir Abou Zied

Producer: Bachir Abou Zied

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon

Year of Production: 2020

Running Time: 16 min

Synopsis: !"#$
Upon his return home, a young shepherd discovers that one of his sheep is 
missing. Fearful of punishment, he sets off with his friend in an attempt to 
find it. Danger escalates when they find themselves trapped in a forest full 
of landmines.

 �<0+V _R/X].4 @A /';W .6;XOA 2'4#W @A *K4" 87 R/r &I45 [t3LV _fk+P.4 H.G 2s6;I *+I
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GILBERT KARAM

Synopsis: !"#$
After the curtain falls at the end of a musical play in one of the most 
prestigious theaters in Beirut, Aida, the very well-known actress, leaves the 
stage to face an uncertain reality.
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AL NAJMA 

Director: Gilbert Karam

Producer: Hiba Louis

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 10 min

Radostin is the new boy at school. His peculiar charm and kindness attract 
everybody’s attention and the school bullies start to feel jealous. In order 
to diminish his popularity, they spread a rumor about the cannibalistic past 
of Radostin’s grandmother.

HIS CANNIBAL GRANNY 

DESSISLAVA NIKOLOVA-BESEDIN

Director: Dessislava 

Nikolova-Besedin

Producer: Dessislava

Nikolova-Besedin

Countries of Production: 

Bulgaria

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 17 min

Synopsis: !"#$
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Saba, a boy from Georgia, works as a Pizza delivery boy in Bologna. During 
his evening shift he receives an important phone call: his son is about to be 
born. Forced to finish his deliveries, Saba goes through the city frenetically, 
hoping to be on time at the hospital.

PIZZA BOY 
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Director: Gianluca Zonta

Producer: Miguel Gatti

Countries of Production: 

Italy

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 15 min

Synopsis: !"#$
 ($Q/?P.4 23%"/+A fCW HX<3V ./$U;.;% &' 4k3$% >$N;s >A/]1 >P]V _ /$=5;= @A &9N _ /%/)
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MORAD MOSTAFA

Synopsis: !"#$
“Halima” a Sudanese refugee woman; living in Egypt and works as a henna 
painter. In a regular working day she goes to one of Giza’s local areas 
to prepare a bride for her wedding and her 7 years old daughter “Ward” 
accompanies her and starts to wander around and discover the place.

 -,�s _ l6/I >PI B;V &' .�/+S.4 j)5 &' >P]s" #JA &' §$]s .($U46;) (�=n (P$<K
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WARD’S HENNA PARTY 

Director: Morad Mostafa

Producer: Morad Mostafa - Safei 

Eldin Mahmoud - Sherif Fathy

Countries of Production: 

Egypt

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 23 min
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In a cotton-farming village in Sudan, 15-year-old Nafisa has a crush on 
Babiker, but her parents have arranged her marriage to Nadir, a young 
Sudanese businessman living abroad. Nafisa’s grandmother Al-Sit, the 
powerful village matriarch, has her own plans for Nafisa’s future. But can 
the young girl choose for herself? A compassionate story from Sudan about 
women—both powerless and powerful—exploring opposing ends of the 
social chain and how these roles might be changing in a modernizing world.

AL SIT 

SUZANNAH MIRGHANI

Director: Suzannah Mirghani

Producer: -

Countries of Production: 

Sudan

Year of Production: 2021

Running Time: 20 min

Synopsis: !"#$
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Living a solitary life in a world without light or hope, the central character 
is engrossed in the pursuit of his lost past. A daily pattern repeats itself. 
Many hours of effort on a home-made exercise bike enable him to create a 
momentary illusion of his former life, filled with happiness. The cycle he fell 
into after losing everything he loved is the only one he knows. It is also a 
personal prison he cannot free himself from and, indeed, he has no wish to 
do so. Does moving on mean forgetting?

RE-CYCLE 

MATEUSZ LENART

Director: Mateusz Lenart

Producer: Ewa Jastrzebska

Countries of Production: 

Poland

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 6 min

Synopsis: !"#$
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It rained non-stop when Hong Kong was rocked by the tumultuous events 
in October 2014.
United by the passion towards the society, young souls from a variety of 
backgrounds are assigned to the same university hall to stay the night. They 
may have dissenting opinions, but will learn to accept and be sympathetic 
to each other. The rainy night feels especially ominous when the students 
ponder at the events in Mong Kok.

SILAH 

THE UMBRELLA 
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HUSSAM ALHULWAH

TSANG HING-WENG ERIC
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Director: Hussam Alhulwah

Producer: Mohammed Alhamoud

Countries of Production: 

KSA

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 20 min

Director: Tsang Hing-weng Eric

Producer: Sharon Lo

Countries of Production: 

Hong Kong

Year of Production: 2018

Running Time: 21 min

Synopsis:

Synopsis:

!"#$

!"#$

Khaled and his father represent two very different generations of 
contemporary Saudi society. When Khaled’s mother is hospitalized, the two 
start to find themselves physically closer than usual, but at the same time 
never further apart emotionally. With so little in common, Khaled’s father 
becomes fixated on his son’s religious obligations which only deepens their 
disconnection
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Tweaks is a multi-award winning black comedy drama about Berry, an 
undercover life coach, who visits his mentor and godfather Morgan, for 
some advice on his toughest case yet - an assisted suicide client, Griff, a 
happily married father of three who wants to fake his natural death.

TWEAKS 

NICHOLAS CLIFFORD

JASPER WARRY

Director: Jasper Warry

Producer: Jasper Warry - Tom 

Weijand

Countries of Production: 

United Kingdom

Year of Production: 2020

Running Time: 18 min

Synopsis:

Synopsis:

!"#$

!"#$

Alone at her country estate, Evelyn attempts to end her life but is interrupted 
by the arrival of an awkward but endearing handyman. Evelyn’s desire to 
make him leave collides with his need of a job and Evelyn discovers the 
Handyman has problems of his own.
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THE HANDYMAN 

Director: Nicholas Clifford

Producer: Elise Trenorden

Countries of Production: 

Australia

Year of Production: 2020

Running Time: 15 min
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NANCY SNIPPER

Synopsis: !"#$
Meet Henry and Abigail, two pay phones in a Montreal metro station who 
tap dance and tango their way into love.

 ;yU/3.4  8/J:#V  f/V#3U;A  &'  "#3A  (0SA  &'  8/I;'*A  8/Os/,  _  >$M$%7"  l#+,  H<I  �#]s
.-S.4 H.G /P^XV#p &' l#X+.4"

TAPPING TANGO

Director: Nancy Snipper

Producer: Nancy Snipper

Countries of Production: 

Canada

Year of Production: 2018

Running Time: 4 min
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48 $PLU�5DPVHV�(J\SWLDQ�ÒOP�GLUHFWRU��
born in 1979, graduated from the 
Egyptian cinema institute in 2000, 
ZRUNHG� DV� D� ÒUVW� DVVLVWDQW� GLUHFWRU�
to internationally acclaimed Egyptian 
ÒOPPDNHU�<RXVVHI�&KDKLQH�LQ�PDQ\�
ÒOPV��KLV�ÒOPV�SDUWLFLSDWHG�LQ�PDQ\�

festivals and won many international and Arab awards, 
DPRQJ� ZKLFK�� -HZV� RI� (J\SW� ����� �� SDOP� VSULQJV� ÒOP�
IHVWLYDO��0RQWUHDO�ZRUOG�ÒOP�IHVWLYDO��+DPERXUJ�ÒOP�IHVWLYDO�
and many others ). Cairo Time ( opening of Arabian nights 
SURJUDP��'XEDL� ÒOP� IHVWLYDO� ����� ��� FXUUHQWO\�ZRUNLQJ� DV�
artistic director of El Gouna Film Festival in Egypt.

 *^]P.4 @A T#us" _ bded B/I *. �" _l#JA T#uA ;, \$?A5 #$A7
 *V*].4  &'  T#uA  *I/?P1  (V4*9.4  &'  >PI  _&'  /P+$?<.  &./].4
 z./=  _@$,/r  [);V  `aaa&P./].4  l#JP.4  T#uP.4  wA  BC'D4  @A
 H<I  >JK"  _(A/^.4  ($Q/P+$?.4  !/U/=#^P.4  @A  *V*].4  2AC'7
 �5/r l�.4" _#JA 6;^V j<$' /^+$% @A ($%#].4 kQ4;M.4 @A *V*].4
 kM+V#9) j./% !/U/=#^A /^+A &."6 8/=#^A @$]%57 @A #Z17 &'
 &Q/P+$?.4  T5;9A/,  _&."*.4  &Q/P+$?.4  f/V#3U;A  _&Q/P+$?.4
 �A/U#9. &K/33'n4 j<$O.4 8/1 l�.4" E#,/X.4 z$:;s j<$' _(j,#$�"
 ($<SP.4 kQ4;M.4 @A �6*I f/U " &Q/P+$?.4 &%6 8/=#^P% ($%#I &./$.
 @A  #$91  6*I  j$LSs  8/M.  (V;qI  &'  �5/r  /P1  ($%#].4  "
 &Q/P+$?.4  (U;M.4  8/=#^P.  / �$+'  4 �#V*P1  �$./K  >P]V  !/U/=#^P.4

.#JP%
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AMIR RAMSIS

CURFEW

Director: Amir Ramsis

Producer: Safei Eldin Mahmoud - 
Baho Bakhsh

Countries of Production: 

Egypt

Year of Production: 2020

Running Time: 94 min

Synopsis:

!"#$

Faten gets out of jail 20 years after committing a horrible crime. it’s fall of 2013 and Egypt is 
under a curfew, she is obliged to spend the night with Laila who exposes her to a second trial in 
search of answers to an unbearable question. Two women seeking acceptance, resolution and 
closure.

 _!45#9P.4 (.;^MA (]$+r (PV#M. /^%/Ls54 #YG @M?.4 &' / �A/I 20 *]%" #JA &' jQ/X.4 f;M3.4 #{K fCW `abc B/I [V#W
 �;) /^<ytV n &3.4 " H<$. wA /^3<$. �/qX. jQ/X.4 f;M3.4 #{K /,#0qV _2$.4 &P3+s *]s j. j./I H.4 E*Q/I @s/' T#us
 ¢;Ju% /^3]P) @A z./U &3.4 !/]Q/t.4 (X$XK @I " @s/' @$% " /^+$% �V*%7 �k=/K z<Lr &3.4 (PV#M.4 -9) ('#]A

(PV#M.4 �<s
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Synopsis:

!"#$

Under Beirut’s umbrella of corruption and chaos, Palestinian taxi driver Abu Hussam strives to reconnect
with the love of his life and dreams of a permanent shelter. The runaway Syrian boy Ali survives on the
streets, waiting for the return of a missing friend and Lebanese woman Samya is racing to provide for
her mother’s surgery who is going blind from glaucoma. „Underdown” follows them on a pulsating
journey through their daily struggles living with poverty. Stuck in dark loops of violence, social injustice
and alcohol abuse, they connect in their search for hope, freedom and happiness.

 2s/$K -K wA >N4;3.4 E6/IG H.G B/?K ;%7 &+$0?<O.4 &?1/3.4 �Q/) H]?V _ !"#$% &' H�;O.4" 6/?O.4 (<{A zSs
 >�/+s /P+$%_ 6;XOP.4 2XV*N E6;I 5/{3U4 &' _ �54;t.4 &' _R5/^.4 l5;?.4 H3O.4 “&<I” §$]V " jQ46 �"�P% 2P<K"
 ;,  Underdown   j<$'  ./A;1;<M.4  -9?%  HP]./%  (%/JP.4  /^s*.4"  (K4#M.  R;<0P.4  ª<9P.4  #$';3.  ($U/+9<.4  ($A/)
 j<{.4" [+].4 @A (P<{A !/X<K &' 8;X./I j^' #XO.4 wA ($A;$.4 j^s/I4#N &' !/$Jut.4 w93s  E/$S./% (q%/U (<K5

.E6/]?.4" (V#S.4" >AD4 @I j^ZS% &' 8;<N4;3V" f;SL.4 &p/]s" &I/P3=n4

 �#I .`abb B/I &' ($Q/P+$?.4 8;+O.4 &' #$3?=/P.4 (=56 H<I z<JK
 2]$% >9: !/U/=#^P.4 @A *V*].4 &' _ (`abb) Fugue _ /^3K"#p7 j<$'
 /^P<$' F/' _ `abc B/I &' .&%#I &) &% &% &' «(<V*9.4 /P+$?.4» H.G
 &' �#3tP.4 T/3Ug4 �*3+A &' EkQ/M% Wanderland �#S3P.4 #$JX.4
 EkQ/M.  2S$r#s  js"  _  (1#S3P.4  B;)#<.  &."*.4  !5/ys;3r  8/=#^A
 &' E5/) z15/r _ `abx B/I &' .`abm B/I &' ($Q/P+$?.4 �;% !#%"5
 #$J: &XQ/Y" j<$' >q'7 23$P?s js l�.4" _ Bread and Tea T4#WG
 /^. >V;p &XQ/Y" j<$' f"7 ;, Underdown .84#V4 w:4;.4 /P+$) &'
 !"#$%  &'  E5/)  j$Xs  .  IDFA  `ab�  &'  f"D4  &P./].4  2�#I  js  *:"  _
 &'  /P+$?.4  &'  *I/?A  ¥/3)�1  >P]s"  &U/Z.4  /^P<$'  H<I  >P]s"

.($LV#AD4 ($U/+9<.4 (]A/M.4

Received her MFA in Cinematic 
$UWV�LQ�������+HU�WKHVLV�ÒOP��)XJXH�
(2011), toured to several festivals 
before being sold to BBC Arabic’s 
‘Alternative Cinema’. In 2013, her 
DQLPDWHG� VKRUW� ÒOP� :DQGHUODQG�
won an award at the Co-Production 

Forum at the Stuttgart International Animation Festival, and 
was nominated for the Robert Bosch Film Prize in 2014. In 
2016, Kaskas co-directed Bread and Tea, which was named 
Best Short Documentary at Iran’s Cinéma Vérité. Underdown 
LV�KHU�ÒUVW�IHDWXUH�GRFXPHQWDU\�DQG�KDG�LWV�ZRUOG�SUHPLHUH�
at IDFA 2018. She resides in Beirut, developing her second 
feature and working as an Assistant Professor of Film at the 
Lebanese American University.

SARAH KASKAS 

Director: Sarah Kaskas

Producer: (Lebanon) Liliane

Rahal, Karaaj Films

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon

Year of Production: 2018

Running Time: 1hr 12 min
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Synopsis:

!"#$

“Football is like life,” says Johan Cruyff, the late Dutch player and coach. “You are required to see, think, 
contemplate and move.”
Fawzi Yammine, former international player in the World Cup qualifiers 1994, is a writer, a university 
lecturer and a researcher in football philosophy. The film revolves around his history, memory and 
interaction with the hectic atmosphere of the World Cup and football fanaticism.
Football is more than just a game. Football is the passion, Football is life.

 _“�#S3s"  >A�3s"  #LOs"  �#s  8�%  -./0A  zU7  _E/$S.4  >ZA  E#L.4” :>K4#.4  l*+.;^.4  R5*P.4"  -IC.4  _[V"#1  8/,;V  f;XV
 &."*.4 -IC.4 _@$ iPV lF;' E#L.4 (O?<' &' |K/9.4" &./S.4 &]A/M.4 ¥/3)D4" -s/L.4 l"#V #^r �#PI 8/0$r j<$' &'"

 .l"#L.4 -J]3.4" (9W/J.4 f/V*U;P.4 �4;=7 wA 2<I/Os  2s/V#1¥" 2uV5/s _94 B/I f/V*U;A !/$OJs &' �%/?.4
.E/$K  [yr B*X.4 E#1 .(9]. 6#MA @A #Z17 B*X.4 E#1

 &'  �X?+A  >PI  _>X3?A  &U/+9.  &Q/P+$)  T#uA  2=;u.4  8/?�
 &ACIg4 >N4;3.4 j?: &' �#�/SA " &Q/P+$?.4 \<%4#p 8/=#^A
 &'  B;<%6  H<I  2=;u.4  >JK  .Bk].4  (]A/=  &'  8;+O.4  ($<1  &'
 HX<s" _8/+9. &' �46D4 8;+' *^]A @A &Q/P+$?.4 T4#Wg4" [$.�3.4
 j<$O<.  ($U/+9<.4  ($PV6/1D4  &'  /P+$?.4  &'  (O<3uA  >PI  �5"
 ./L$M<9% (V*^tP.4 8;+O<. &./].4 &+p;.4 *^]P.4 wA �4#3rg/%
 &<$M?3.4 j<$O.4 /^+$% @A" _BC'D/% (<'/K E#$?A 2=;u.4 �<3PV
 &' ($."*.4 �"#].4 @A *V*].4 H<I >JK l�.4 5/V*.4 E/+�% #$JX.4
 �r#s  l�.4  jV#1  8/qA5  &<$M?3.4  j<$O.4"  _�5;V;$U"  ;�/L$r
 8/=#^A" &Q/P+$?.4 ;1/U;A 8/=#^A &' #$J: j<$' >q'7 EkQ/M.
  -]<U  / i<V  #$JX.4  &Q4"#.4  j<$O.4"  &XQ/Y;.4  BC'�.  &."*.4  !"#$%
 (<X3?P.4 /P+$?.4 8/=#^A &' #$J: j<$' >q'7 EkQ/M. �r#s l�.4

.4*+.;% &'

Ghassan ElKhouja is an Independent 
Filmmaker from Lebanon. He has 
worked as a Coordinator for the 
Tripoli Film Festival, as well as a 
Fulltime Lecturer and Coordinator 
of the Department of Media 
Communication, Faculty of Arts, 

AZM University. He has a diploma in writing and directing for 
Cinema from the Institute for the Performing Arts, Jounieh, 
Lebanon and attended several workshops in Cinema at the 
Lebanese Film Academy in collaboration with the Institut 
Superieur National du Spectacle et des Arts de la Scene in 
%HOJLXP��+H�KDV�D�YDVW�UHSHUWRLUH�RI�ÒOPV��LQFOXGLQJ�+RPH�
Builders, a short documentary that was nominated in New 
York and Chicago. his documentary Ramadan Karim was 
QRPLQDWHG�IRU�EHVW�VKRUW�ÒOP�LQ�0RQDFR�)LOP�)HVWLYDO�DQG�
Beirut International Documentary Film Festival. his other 
VKRUW�ÒOP�/HWÆV�3OD\�ZDV�QRPLQDWHG�IRU�EHVW�VKRUW�ÒOP�LQ�
Independent Cinema Festival in Poland.

GHASSAN ELKHOUJA

A ONE MONTH
OLD DEVIL

Director: Ghassan ElKhouja

Producer: AbdelKarim ElKouja

Ghassan ElKouja

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 13 min
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Director: Mohamad Tartoussi

Producer: Mohammad Tartoussi 
& Rayane Karouta

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon 

Year of Production: 2019

Running Time: 12:12 min
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 &' EF/=G H<I >JK" _ bddm B/I \<%4#p &' &);p#p *PSA *."
 ($]A/M.4 23+) �+A .`abd B/I &' «BC'D4 (I/+N - 8;VkO<3.4 / (I4¥g4»
 @A (O<3uA wV5/tA &' &);p#p >PI _ 23)456 H.4 ('/�n/%" H."D4

.2. #$J: j<$' f"7 ;, «bamex» ... !/UCIg4" #V5/X3.4" E#$JX.4 BC'D4

Born in Tripoli in 1994, Mohamad 
Tartoussi obtained his license in 
“Radio / TV - Filmmaking” in 2019. 
6LQFH�KLV�ÒUVW�\HDU�RI�XQLYHUVLW\�DQG�
at the same time as his studies, 
Tartoussi has worked on various 
SURMHFWV� RI� VKRUW� ÒOPV�� UHSRUWV��

DGYHUWLVHPHQWVÌ�È�����É�LV�KLV�ÒUVW�VKRUW�ÒOP�
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Synopsis:

!"#$

10476 depicts the story of the Lebanese citizen Rachid Al-Lidawi who got lost in the civil war. The 
story is narrated by his mother who faced several challenges searching for him on one hand, and by 
citizens that were fighting for the conflicting parties on the other hand. Almost 17,000 people are still 
missing. Their families spent years searching for them yet to no avail as those responsible for the Civil 
War denied its bitter consequences.

 @A  *V*].4  z^=4"  &3.4  2s*.4"  (JX.4  l"#s  .($<,D4  R#S.4  &'  *X'  l�.4  l"4*$<.4  *$r5  &U/+9<.4  @p4;P.4  (J:  5;JV  10476
 f4 R#XV /A .�#W7 (^= @A (IF/+3P.4 �4#pD4 �;ON &' 8;<s/XV 4;U/1 @$+p4;A >9: @A" _ (^= @A 2+I |S9.4 &' !/%;]J.4
 @I 8;."�?P.4 #LU7 |$K �"*= 8"6 @L." j^+I |S9.4 &' !4;+) j,#)7 zqA7 " @V6;XOP.4 64*I &' 4;.4F /A ¡ur 17000

.E#V#P.4 /^9:4;I ($<,D4 R#S.4

MOHAMAD TARTOUSSI 
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 &'4#�;s;O.4 #V;J3./% 2Oyr f;K .8/+9. f/Pr &' j$XA [.;A" BC'7 T#uA" 5;JA
 &'  `a`a  ($."*.4  #V;J3.4  (X%/?A  &'  kQ4;M%  !k'  *X..  BC'D4  (I/+N  (+^A  H.G
 >q'7  _  /$./0VG  &'  >X3?P.4  &."*.4  8/=#^P.4  _  «B/]<.  E5;N  baa  >q'7»  /$)"5
 Vogue Italia &' (�"#]A l5;N .h;<MU7 h;. &' ($Q/?U E5;N >q'7 _ �J<A
 - PhotoVogue-, Mob Journal Magazine- NEW WAVE ISSUE, Malvie
 French Magazine, Avessa Magazine, IntraMagazine (Cover and
 Back Cover), MenCruze Magazine, Mob Journal Magazine -
 Cover Photo), Art of Portrait Magazine) `a`a QUARANTINE EDITION

.and more
 !F#%" Snapchat " Facebook " Instagram ¤. #3<' °t+A /U7 _ �.¥ H<I E"CI
  &' &s \U4*+N (X%/?A &' /Sr#A z+1. j./].4 &' #3<' °t+A baa >q'7 &'
 #$JX.4  &P<$'  @I  /$XV#'G  f/Pr"  �)"D4  ~#t.4  (X0+A  &'  E#$JX.4  BC'�.
 fCW @A.!/U/=#^P.4 @A *V*].4 &' / �$P)5 l5/$3W4 js" «Years  � - Huit Ans»
 &+P^<s" (I;+3A !/$O<W @A @$O<3uA ¢/ur7 ¡J: �#I H<I k157 _ &<PI

.h/+.4 #I/tA #$Zs BC'7 �/tUg j^JJ:

A Photographer, Filmmaker & Creative Editor 
based in North Lebanon. With a passion 
for photography that turned into a career in 
ÒOPPDNLQJ�

I have won awards at International 
Photography Contest 2020 in Russia “100 

Best Photos Of The Year”, International Independent Festival in Italy, 
Best Poster, Best Women Portrait in LA. My photos are featured in 
Vogue Italia - PhotoVogue-, Mob Journal Magazine- NEW WAVE ISSUE, 
Malvie French Magazine, Avessa Magazine, IntraMagazine (Cover and 
Back Cover), MenCruze Magazine, Mob Journal Magazine - QUARANTINE 
EDITION 2020 (Cover Photo), Art of Portrait Magazine and more.
Moreover, I am a Filter Creator for Instagram, Facebook, and Snapchat 
and was featured in the Top 100 Filter Creator in the World. I was the 
runner-up at SundanceTV Shorts Competition in the MENA region for 
P\�6KRUW�ÒOP�È+XLW�$QV�����<HDUVÉ�DQG�ZDV�RÔFLDOO\�VHOHFWHG�LQ�PDQ\�
festivals. Through my work, I focus on showcasing the stories of different 
people with diverse backgrounds. Their stories inspire me to continue 
tapping endlessly into my creativity thus creating media that stirs people’s 
emotions.

ZIAD MAZRAANY
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Synopsis:

!"#$

Najla is still living in her childhood: the last images in her memory are aged 8 years old. War, childhood 
events, passion for cinema, all these phases are mixed in her heart and brain. Nothing can awaken 
them except Ziad who takes care of her and who decides to use cinema in order to let her memorize 
and remember one of the turning points in her life: her holy communion. 

 ��, >1 _ /P+$?./% [yt.4 _ (.;O0.4 �4*K7 _ R#S.4 .!4;+) 8 /,#PI /^s#14¥ &' 5;N #Wo :/^3.;Op &' §$]s z.4F /A �CMU
/^{OS$. /P+$?.4 B4*u3)4 5#XV" /^% &+3]V l�.4 6/VF nG j^{:;V �&r n ./^<XI" /^9<: &' �<3us >K4#P.4

8 YEARS

Director: Ziad Mazraany

Producer: Melissa Roukos

Countries of Production: 

Lebanon 

Year of Production: 2020

Running Time: 12 min
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IN APPRECIATION TO THOSE WHO WORKED GENEROUSLY BEHIND 
THE SCENES TO MAKE THE 7TH EDITION OF TFF HAPPEN. THEIR 
CONTRIBUTION IN DIFFERENT WAYS IS GREATLY APPRECIATED.

HE THE MINISTER OF CULTURE 

MR. MOHAMAD MORTADA

DR. ALI SAMAD

ABDALLAH AL-SHAMI

BILAL AL-AYOUBI

FATIMA HALLAB

GHASSAN BAKRI

HAYAT ALJOWAILY

IMAN ARJA

LAMA EL-MAWLA

MIMO KABBARA

RABIH OMAR

SAMIR RATEL

WAHIB ZAMARAGHDIS

THE TFF TEAM IS VERY GRATEFUL TO OUR VOLUNTEERS IN 
SUPPORTING ALL THE FESTIVAL’S LOGISTICAL OPERATIONS
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ELIAS KHLAT |

MARCO TORNI |

MOHAMAD TARTOUSSI |

ABDALLAH JOKMAK |

BELEZA ABDALLAH |

HANEEN HUSSEIN |

GHASSAN EL-KHOUJA |

MOTIA AL-HALLAK |

AHMAD AL-KASSAR |

ABDALLAH ROUMIEH |

JANA DHAIBI |

MIRNA EL-BENNI |

OMAR AWAD |

ZIAD MAZRAANY |

BOTHAYNA TALLAWI |

COMMUNICATION

OPERATIONS

LOGISTICS

AHMED SHAWKY |

ESPER MELHEM |

JESSY TAOUM |

ALMA YAKHNI |

JEAN RATTEL |

HIBA MAHFOUD |

FATMA RACHA SHEHADEH |

NALA KALAMOUNI |

MOHAMAD MOUSTAFA |

Festival Director & Founder

Communication Director

Operations Support Director

Logistics Director

Festival Director Assistant

Graphic Designer

Festival Co-Director / Forum Coordinator  

Press Coordinator 

Projectionist

Volunteers Coordinator

Official Host

Official Translator 

Media Officer - Intern

Videographer

Photographer - Intern

Festival Programming Consultant

Official Photographer

Film Officer

Guest Relations Officer

Moderator / Facilitator

Webmaster / IT

Ceremonies Director

Graphic Designer / Social Media Specialist

Projectionist
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www.tripoli-!lmfestival.org

71 400 101


